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.ASSiRiei-
Presented are an ovitvi4Lbooklet, a project,

selectieli guide, and sit PrOjectInformation Packages RIM-for six
exemplatrptbjetts serving underachieving stndents 'in grades k
through 9. 'he overview bqoklet outlines the PIP 'projects and '>

_include's a chait of sjor pt o ject features. A pioject selection guide
reviews the PIP history, PIP contents, considerations in selecting
and Usinetbe4roject -description- booklet*, and various PIP
cogponents (such as instructional -procedures, I

management/cOmmuoicationc costs, organization, perm noel, and
materials/eguipment)..Six booklete-iiaividually co eethe,folloling
Rejects: Project Catchrup, a reading and math pr set for=childred /r
in.kindergirten through-sixth grade which fakes place in an , "

unstructured environment; Project Cergtest, a reading project for
second throuV1 sixth graders and first grade repeaterswhich involves
individualized^insitructiont'aigh Intensity Tutoring, across -age
tutoring project involvfmg sixth, seventh, and eighth graders in
which'prOggamed and 4riil materiels are used; Intensive Reading
Ipstructional Teens, a reading project for third and some fourth'
graders-ehich feature4 individualixed instruction based on diagnosis:,
ProgramedTutorial Reeding, an infividualiseCtutcring prograwfoC
first graders hgving difficulty learning to read; 'and Project R-3,' a
motivational 'program in reading, mathesaticsA and social studies for
junior high school- students which involves gaminge'simulation,
iidividualined instruction, learning contrictn, and field tripe.
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formation Packages-

a new approach tOdissemitic49-
successful educational projects
Project In orynation Packages' (PIPs) for
six ex platy projects serving under-
achie rig students are noW available to
qualifying school districts. Each package
of manuals and materials explains how.
to establish a successful project in your
district.

The PIPs repr t a U. S. Office of
Education resp the need for a
systematic approach to disseminating
exemplary projects. The six projects
were selected for packaging in a nation-
wide search._They were chosen on the
basis of their exceptional effectiveness
in meeting the needs of children, and
have all been approved for national
dissemination by the Office of Educa-
tion Dissemination Review

PIP Concept
Pgeject information. package; are guides

Ito installing complete successful pro-
jects. They represent a new concept in
packaging, real-world educational -pro-
jects bedaiise 'they desCribe the pro-
cedures for developing the necessary
Administrative support and management
framework as well as the instructional
methods and, techniques. They peitrit
adopting districts to capitalize on the
experience of the originating districts,
replacinglivears of development effort
with a few months of startup activities.

The PIPs are not gr4 -bags of educe-
tional gimmicks. All al the projacts.use
methods Whose value has been demon-
strated in many situations. What makes

the packaged projects unusually effec-
tive is th% application of these proven
teaching- a proaches within successful
management systems. The goal of the
PIPs is to insure project results by con-
veying to adopting districts both the in-
structional and the management activi-
ties that have consistently led 'to suc-
cess.

PIP Contents
Each PIP contains manuals and other
`materials fully explaining the roles
and responsibilities of all major pro-
ject participants. The contents include
not only teachers' guides, but also
management manuals, calendars, re-
source lists, evaluation guides, training
handbooks, and community relations

The descriptions are detailed
/-\ enough to enable adopting schools to

. carry but all aspects of planning,
starting, and operating the projects.

4

PIP Experience
PIP -projects have been thoroughly
tested in a variety of schools across the,
country.: The tryouts confirmed .that
schooj districts with suitable resources
can adopt 3sprojescts. successfully by
following PIP guidelines. Not only did
the projects operate effectively, they
also inspyed feelings of pride' and
"ownership" reflected in the enth5siasm
of' adopting district personnel. Revi-,
spas suggested by the tryout, schools

. have resulted in clearer and more usable
PIP material!.

A
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the-six packaged projects
While the six PIP projects differ widely, all require highly qualified and motivated proj-

ect directors and employ other special project staff members. All provide'for iniervice

training and make 'use of special instructional materials. All but R-3 were developed

with ESEA Title I funds.

The 4illoviing sketches give concise project overviews. The chart on-the facing page
allow% quick comparison of roajor project features.

Projict Catch -Up ...
is a reading and math project for chil-

dren in kindergarten through sixth grade.

A wide variety of commercial materrals

.. is used in daily ses4lons lasting from -20

minutes to an hiSur. Instruction takes
place in an attractive, unstructured
envitonfrient with a very low student-
teacher ratio. Teachers diagnose student
needs and prescribe activities to meet
them.

Project Conquest .. .
is a reading project for second through

sixth graders and frrt-grade repeaters.
The low student-teacher ratio allows

individualized instrucpion based on

Careful diagnosis. Stud6nts work in indi-

.0 vidual carrels with a variety of commer-
cial materials and equipment in daily

50- to 60-min to sessions.

High Intent Tutoring (HIT) ...
lis a cross-age, tutoring project involving
sixth, seventh, 'end eighth graders. Older
students tutor younger ones daily in
reading and math using programmed
and drill' materials. Tutoring Is fast-

paced and intense. Teachers and aides

monitor tutoring, distribute 'rewards,
% and keep detailed records in order to

Control the student error rate.
.. ..

S.

Intensive Reading
Instruclional Teams (IRIT)
is a reading project for third and some

fourth graders. It features individualized
instruction based on careful diagnosis
made possible by low student-teacher
ratios and p wide variety of commercial

and teacher-made materials. IRIT em-
ploys a team teaching approach and in-
tense instruction. Students partici
three hours a day for 10 weeks.

Programed Tutorial Reading (PTR)...,
is an individualized tutoring progra for 7.##

first graders having difficulty learning to
read. Each child has a daily 15-minUte

session with a tutor 'who follows a
highly structured instructional sequence
geared to the basal reading series used
in the classroom.

Project
is a motivatlbnal program in reading,
math, and social studies for junior high

school students. It involves all seventh

graders and serves them as they proceed
through the -eighth and ninth grades.

,Gaming, simulation, individualized in-

struction, learning contracts, and two-
or three-day field trips motivate du-
dents to higher academic acpietiement.



Instructor/.
Subject Grade' Daily Instructional Student Other

Area Level Instruction 'Methods/. Ratio Features

Catch-Op Reading, K-6 20-60 min. Diagnostic up to .Staff works
Math prescriptive, 1:5 mornings

variety of, only, free j_---;---
materials atmoSphere

Conquest Rteadini 1-6 50-60 min. Diagnostic/ 1:6 Highly
prescriptive, structured,
variety of students in

$ materials carrels `.
...

HIT Reading. 6-8 30 min. , Tutoring, 1:1 Student
Math per subject using ,. tutors;

drill and rewards
programmed for tutors
materials ' and tutees

1RIT Reading Predomi- 3 hrs./day Diagnostic/ 1:15 3- member
nantly 3, for 10 wks. prescriptive, teams, 3 hrs.
some 4 variety of planning

4,,,,_ , materials daily

PTR Beginning 1 15 min. Individual' 1:1 High school'
Reading programmed student or

tutoring 1 adult pew
professionalt .1, , WtOrS

. R-3 Reading, 7-9 Three days Variety of 1 :22 ,Gaming and
Math, sequential periods innovative ' simUlation,c4.

. Social' 03r day techniques, . home visits,.
Studies .,. individual . overnitet. . and small- field trips -

group
instruction

6
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To adopt a PIP project, a district must first seiectan appropriate project,end apply for
the Corresponding PIP. The following sections describe materials *tillable, for selecting
a project and those indudedin the PIPs themselves.

PIP Materials
Project Director's Materials
The Project Director's Materials contain
the information the director needs to
start and opeiate the project. A INC-
ject Management Directory" describes,
in sequence, all management tasks: A
"Materials/Equipment Package" lists the
materials and equipment needed.for the
project, where they, can be purchased;
estimateckcosts'anfi quantities, and irW.
times needed for ordering. A 'Project
Management Calendar" lists all major
management tasks rtnci the times they
should occur. The 'Training Manual"
describes the training needed for project
staff and, provides formats-end agenda..
A copy of the_"Teacherts Mani*: is
also Sncluded for the project director.

Teacher' Materials
The Teachers' Materials include a
"Teactiei's Manual" to be used in initial
training and as a reference during opera-
tion. Some PIPs also' include special
Materials developed in the originating
diltrict. For the% projects in which
teachers art Involied in ordering corn-,
mercial materials, ordering information
is included. The PIPs do noruiffclude
the commercial learning materials
needed in the projects.

Materia ls for Other Staff ,

For those projects in which auxiliary
personnel are extensively involved, ma-
teriels containing the infOrmatiori they
need to perform their .roles in the

.10project are included.

Seleetioh Materials
andSolection Kit (ASK)

ASK provides a detailed comp ri;
son of the Pecke9ed 'Projects . 'In i-

don to,,this overview Booklet, the K

includes a- project description booklet
for eich of the 'six PIP projects, and a
Project Selection. Guide describing im-
pgftMt considerations in .,ohoosing a
project.

Project OrientationMaterials,
Once a tentative selection is made, a
filmstriptcassette tape presentation of
the project can' be ordered along wit's
'handouts for parents, teachers, and
administrators, a project poster, and' a.
guide for using the materials. These

" materials have a' three-fold purpose.
First, they are used to generate interest
among the,school board, school, person

inel; parent. advisory committees, and
others involved in the final decision."'
The iecond Use is fdr orientation during
initial staff training. Finally, the ma-
terials are suitable for prosenting the
prolate to parent and ,cc/rhmuhity
groups once the project is begun.

"IP Application Madinah
A booklet on 'application procedures
acid a budgeting workbook will be sent
to districts applying, for PIN. The
workbOok allows the district to prepare
a detailed estimate of the stirting and
operating costs for the selected project.

4
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%; Adopting District Com mitment
Successful adoption requires that Jr

'district be deeply committed to the PIP
protect. PIN are intended for districts
that are willing to try a, fresh approach,
something different from their current
progrtims. According to tryout districts,
the value of a PIP lies in the detailed
guidelines it contains for installing a
successful project, in it, entirety, but in-
stalling a new project intact means that
districts must either be able to obtain
new funds or be willing to 'reallocate
existing funds. Even with new funds, a

supportive administration is vital, but en
especially high level of commitment is
heeded when impleinentatton involves
'reallocating existing funds, displacing
current staff, or otherwise interrupting
gngoing PpWerie.t
When applying for a PIP, a dist* will
be ssked to give assurances that it has
the-need and capability to install the
project as s whole and that it approves
of the project's approaches and require--
means. Assurances will also be requested
that a project dWipctor, knbwn end re-
spected iwthe,tlistrict, will be appointed

str4ne to stet projectrplanning in the
and that he or she;vill be gihn

the exPlidt auttiority, to follow the.
guideline in the PIP.

Obtaining a PIP
The procedure for a district to obtain a
PIP begins about a year before imple-
mentation and involves eight steps:

1) The district uses the PIP Analysis and
Selection Kit to make a tentative selec-
tion of the project Most appropriate to
district needs and capabilities.

2) The district orders the '"'Project
Orientation and Proposal Preparation
Materials" for its Chosen PIP project.

3) The district identifies the potential
project director.

4) The project orientation materials are
used in the distritt to demonstrate the
desirability of the project and secure
support from decision-makers. ..

5) The district obtains or, allocats
funds for start-up and operation of the
Project.

6) The district completes an application
for the appropriate PIP, indicating it
has she desire and capability to follow
PIP,guidelines.

71JJeron approyal of the application,
the district . and the disseminating
agency complete a PIP implementation
agreement., , .

8) USOE sends the PIP to the district
in early spring for -fall implementation. °

itr us. 00VVINIMINT PRIMING 06ICI 11170 o- 5O -299
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PIP Proieds

1

Project Catch-015,

Project COnguest

High Intensity TutoringlIIIT)

44

Intensive' Reading Instructional

Teems (IRIT) ,

-.1

'Programed TUtorial Reading (PTR)

Project R-3

Elemen ry Reading/Meth

k

Elementary Reading

6th, 7.th, and 8th Grade

Reading/Meth

3rd Grade Reading

1st Grade Reading

Jr. High school Reading,
Math, Social Studies

Poe sal, by the Superintadent of Docurnonts, U.S. Governiont Printing OfIlee
Wasbinitton, D.C. 10410LAPer g-part met. sold in sets only.

Stock Number 015-0(10-015164
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PIP
1p,raitent yore the United States Office of Education has taken

Anictive atle in disseminating information about effective educational
prOects. Plgtavelopment started in the spring of 1973, when USOE
111104mored thOelection and packaging of successful projects for under-

,
Achiev4pg itkdants in low-income areas. The development effort, con-

tracted to RMC Rdaearch Corporation, began with a rigorous eZbmination
of data from projects nominated by federal, state, and local education

agencies. The goal was td identify up to eight projects, generally suit.
Able for dissemination, which had.raised reading and/or math scores .of
*reject students substantially above the.leVel that would be expected
without theoproject. tfter six months of searching, RMC had reviewed
ness4 2,000 projects and had found only six that met All USOE selection
criteria.

'The packaging team interviewed personnel at all levels in districti
,where the selected projects were operating end.then, for each project, ''
designed sh'information package describing/ both management and instruc-

tional features. During the 1974-75 and 75-76 achool years, EXA Title
III sponsored fibld demonstrations of the projects in 19 school dis-
tritts. Staffs in 46 'schools implemented the six projects using the
information contained in thd PIPs. The effectiveness of the PIPs as

' vehicles for diesedinsting effective projects was evaluated by Stanford
Research Institute, and information was collected for a thorough revi-

sion of,the-PIP materials.

In general, the PIPs were well received.' Districts were able to ,
implement the projects following PIP guidelines, and enthusiasm for the
projects was high. The same features that made the projects successful.
in the originating districts earned the active support of students eind
parents, teachers, and administretors in the new distrActe.

The PIP projects have been rigorously screened and analyzed. The

packages have been tried out, 'revised, and are cow available for dis-
tricts with corresponding needs and suitable resources.

1
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Kit

The ASK is your-guide to analyzing six educational projects and
deciding whethgz you wish to adopt one of them with the help of a
Project Information,Package (PIP).

(TO ASK includes: A

' PIP Overview brochure

4 Project Selection Guide

Project description booklets (six)

Order forms for additional informatign

The brochure proVides a brief overview,of the projects and lists
the steps'involved in selecting and obtaining a PIP. The details

you will need'to select an appropriate project are found in the six

project description booklets. This Project Selection,Guide is an

introduction and guide to using the six booklets.

12
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A list of the projetran be found insids the front co3ep of this

guide. The following features airg common-to all of the prdjects:, '

Instructional apprOaAes: All othe projects, individualize

iristruction. None depend on new educational, breakthroughs or gimmicks

for their success. The approaches-are thoroughly tested.
/

StUdentst All of the OrojeCtivere designed Forlinderachieving,
students in low-Income areas. Except for R-3, which involves p1.1 stu-

dents at a given grade level, thd projects are intended for students
'whe aqbelow grade level inlleading and/dr math: However, they were
not designed,for "special education" students.

Evidenceof success:, All six projects have accumulated standard-
.

sleized test data showing gains in achievement over and aboVe what'ivould

be expected without the project. The thoroUhness-of their evaluations !

was a major factor in the selection of the projects that were pacRaged.
..%,.In'addition, the longevity ofthe projects attests tq the enthusiastic

a- support they have received from students, projectietaff, regular class-
room teachers, parents, and district administrators.; :

Ado:cling a Project
rA

"Adopting" aproject implies lAstalling all Important features of
the project rather than simply borrowing a few basic ideas. -There are

C two goodreasons forAopting a project intact. First,' new projects

frequently reouptet serious probleAs and often end in failure.. The
originekars of the PIP projects have'dealt successfully with many of
the problems that can be expected, in adopting districts, By takiri

advantage of this experience, adopters can avoid false starts and seti

backs.

Secon , the process,of conceiving and planning a new project is

expeneiv and time consuming. Adopting a projeCt which has been'com-

pleteiy developed elsewhere can drastically cut planning costs and
bring needed services to children with a minimum 9f delay.

Of course a _great deal of dedication and hard work is requi7ed in
establishing any project, but adopting an appropriate project. intact
is one we' of miniMizing the cost of project development while maxi -

mizipg ilhe.chances for success.

VIP

(
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One of the majctpbstacles to adopting' an already project

obtaiqing the needed information. Brief visits to the or gib,

districts can convey the basic project philbsopl*. but the is no time

to explore the myriad details of project management and in ruction.

The PIP is a response to this proftlem.

The PIPsilepresent a fa0Hmore intensive develbpment effdrt than
most:origihating or adopting school qistricts could undertake on their

own. first, prototype information packages were developed-based on a

careful analysis of the projects in the originating districts. Then

each package was field-tested by two to five school districts in full-

scale adoptions of the projects. Areas of confusionorvof missing
information were carefully recorded, the originating projects ware.

teanalyzed, And the PiPs were carefully revised.

, The result of this development effort is a detailed reference
manual far each project, reflecting the actual needs and experienCes -f

of adopting districts. Goals and objectives underlying specifip pro- "
cedures are described, th6s providing the flexibility and guid6nce
adoptkrs need when prodsdures must be modified to suit local condi-../

tione
1

The PIP contents are described on the following,pagep. You will

note that the commercial' instructional materials used in the projects

\are not included in the PIP1 itself. However, there are detailed order -
'ping instruction$ for commercial materials as well as sample§ of materi,.

als developed in the originating districts.

pbtaining a ;PIP
The proCess for obtaining'a PIP is described in the enclosed gip

brochure. If you dec &de that you would like to adopt a project in your
district, you may use the enclosed farms to request advance copies of
project-oientation materials, a budgeting workbook, and a PIP applica-

tion guide-. Thepe materials w411 help you to gain support for the

project from school's, district administrators, and parent, groups, and

to complete yoOr PIP application. .

N,t
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krstect Director Materials ,

Project Management Directory

Describes all management rolei and tasks:
.

4.-- History/Overview.

'Menagement.Approach
Project Orgedization
Communidation
Instruction

Materiajs/EquIpment/
-Supplies/Teats
Student's/Selection
Staff,Seleqtion
Staff Trai6ing

Ipne, include: ',..

Statf,AelatkonshiPs
Budghev
External4Ssistance
Projeot Continuation
Index to Pt?

Materials/Equipment.Padcage
,.

'

Describes the istiriait; and equipment needed' for the project, whee
they can be purchased, estimated 'cosis,"quantities, lead times needed
for,ordering, and special pies 41 the project.

Training Manual (end multi-Media materials for some projects)

Describes the prpject start-up workshop and subsequent in-service
training. Includes suglesteCtopics, training techniques, skill
objectives, exercises, and activities for planning, donductingand
evaluatinq, 6raininq. For some projects, 8 ,videotape, slide-tape.
presentation, or transparencies for training are included.'

4

Evaluation Mar;bal '

Presents practical suggestions for Planning sound evaluations, bobh
formative and summative.

Orientation/Public Relations Materials

Includes g booklet on presenting the project to groups, a filmstrip/. ,

cassette tape show, a reproducible one-page brochure, for parents, a
four-page brochure for school personnel, and apester.

4

Project Management Calendar

A well calendar with liats of major Management tasks and the times
they should be accomplished.

4
15
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isr Contents .41

Teacher's Materials

Teachers; Manual
.,.

Describes teacher's InstrAtional roles and teaks. 'For use

..training text and classroom reference. -Sectionynclude:
. , .

Mistory/Overview . 0,041NOM; Instruction
Roles/Responsibilities/ Maintaining the Program
Reletionshipe/Attitudes Common-liablems/Troubleehootin(
Getting Ready for Instruction Winding

. 4 .

as ale,

Materials/Equipment Package (teacher's copy)

Describes the materials and equipment needed for the project,.gives
ordering information needed by teachers, and explains intended uses
in the project'.

.Matenials for Other Personnel (where required)

/
CounselOr's Manual /Conquest)

, 4+

Explains roles and tasks, and describes materills'needed by the
project counselor.

_Nurse's Manuel (Conquest)
4t,

Explains roles and tasks, and provides sample record-keeping forms
fat the 'school nurse.-

Principal' s Menus! (PTR)

Explains principal's role and describes how the project fits into
the regular pchool program:

1
A





Selectinga Prolect
le

Selecting a inojeC1 for adoption depends largely on local needs
and preferences. Many districts guickly,narrow their choices on the
basis of subject matter or grade'level. ,There are, however, several
Other iasues.that should 080 be kept in mind.

,All of the piojects,require major efforts from adopting districts.
Unlike commercial Anstruetional packages for use in the regular Class-
noble, these projectrreqUire special personnel, materials, and facili-
ties. Because of the level of efldrt involved,district administretdre
sat be thoroughly commltted to the selected project.

Many districta will esquire nee funds to cover the cost of project
personnel and materiels. Fudding may not be a problem when replacing,
an existing project with a PIP project, but existing personnel may not
fit the reguirements,of the new project, and a major staff reorganiza-
tion eay'aleebe required.

projeqr
-

*gl
s except R-3 can meet ESEA Title r funding guide-

lines. ee R-3 seL;vest all students at a given grade level, other
funding required * r

The con Were e effort involvedgIn establishing these projects
h proved jus ifie . In districts where projects are suited to local
c itiona they have achieved an exceptional level of acceptance and
success.



Using the
Project Description Booklets

Each of the six project desciiption booklets discusses a single
'project in tonside.sble detail. the six booklets all cover exactly
the same topics in exactly -the same format. Turning any of the
booklets to the same numbered" page permits easy comparison of the
projects on the topic of interest. The major sections are:

Instruction
Manageeent/Communicetion
Estimating Costs

Organization
Personnel

Materials/Equipment

Facilities
Getting Started
Adoption Criteria

Most sections include highlighted "cautions." These cautions
ere intended to alert you to the major problems previously
experienced in adopting districts. They are the points
most likelyto be overlooked and to have negative effects
on the projects. If a successful adoption is to result,
these cautions must be taken seriously.

The following four pages explain the major sections
of the project descript)th booklets. Common chqz-

'scteristics are described, as arse the important
contrasts that you should consider.

s .
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This eectiop describes theproject's instructional process and
classroom atmosphere, as-well as the methods for selecting and schedul.-

inn students/.

Considerations:
. -%

The,instructional ap proach Should be weighed equally with sub-

. ject'matter and grade level(s) 'when choosing s project.

Project Comparison:

All of the projects teach reading and/or math at the elementary

or junior high school le41.

Thererare three leerning center projects (each using aide
variety of materials), two tutoring projects, and one core

curriculum project. .

Instructors' roles vary in the projects from one project
in which instructors simply follow printed materiels, to
others in which teachers plan almost all learning activities.

Use projects involve unusual features, such as use of rewards,
or a classroom atmosphere that allows student choice and free-

dom of movement.
I

Marrgament/Communication
The lined of authority in the project, the management stjle and

instructional role'of the project director, end the relationihip be-
ween the-project and'district are discussed in thili section.

orisiderations:

Project management is closely intdrtwine8 with instruction,
and changes, in management carchevira direct affect on what .

-students learn.

C. The projects demand varying levels of time, administrative

support, and ihetructional leadership. The project 'elected

should match the style and, skills of the intended project

director.-

Project Comparison:.

All projects require skilled management during start-up.

- All give high priority to close communication with regular

school principals and teachers.

-4 All emphasize project identity and staff cohesiveness.

19'
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Estimating Costs
-40

This sdction permits a quick estimate of project opereting,coets
in your district. Costs per student based on national averages are
often misleading and therefore are not included.

- 4 7
Constderstions:

f
Read the sections on project organization, personnel, materials/
equipment, and facilities before attempting to'fill in estimated
costs.

1, Existing classroom and office space are -often available without
cost to the project. If so, enter 0.

A detailed budgeting workbook is included with PIO"Sppiication
materials.

Comparison:

1
Salaries for the project director and instructional staff are
ttlasajor costa in all.six projects.

%. . t

ti

Corganization
Project orgapizetion includes the types and numbers of prdject per-

sehnel, the numbers of schools and studb4ts served, and othespecial
project.requilements such as transportation.

Considerations:
ri-n

If the number of schools or children in ytur district does 'rot

match the recommended project organization, it may be diffi-
cult to adept the project, especlaly in small districts.

* ,

Note organizational features (e.g.,%transporting,children or
removing them from the regule classfoom) that may conflict
with district policies.

Proiecti,Comparison: -
Ail projects involve supplementgry staff and facilities.

All but R-3 operate outeider of the regular classroom.

20
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Project personnel include project directors, /that uctiona and

clerical staff and, for some' projects, ethers Involved in pro ct

management or instruction. This-section describes the role , tasks,

and time commitments, and their necessary qualification sand &kills.

Considerations: 7

lack of qualified candidates or district hiring policies may
preclude hiring the caliber of staff required in some.projects. 1

The less structured projects require more expert personnel.

LItmay be difficult to obtain expert personnel if the project .

appears to be tempoiaty.

14q Ject comParirion:

4 ,Ai.etrong RrojeCt director is one of the most important require-

+, 'manta for getting any of the projects started.

,
.

Once under way, projects vary widely in their demands on poth
Project.directore and teachers.

None of the projects depend on fhe talents of unique indi-

viduals.

materiais/ Equipment
These two sections discribe the project requirements for physical,

_resource's ind explain how these resoufces are obtained.

-,Zonsiderationi:

4 -P;oject materials and equipment are 'closely tied to the in-
structional approach Ind must be acceptable in your district.

A1PIP does not iriClude classroom materials or equipment. The

.district must be able to-obtain them in time for an August or

September in-service workshop.

Appropriating the classroom space required for some projects may-
,

crePte hostility.

Project Compariedn:

Some projects require a wide variety of commethial and tespher-

made materials; others use only one or two items.

All six,projects require extra classroom space.
4 0
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This section provides a schedule of the major start -up tasks for
the project director and others who begin work prior to September
'instruction.

14

Considerations:

For most-projects,-key start -up tasks should be completed
the spring. If these tasks are delayed to coincide with

the.fiscal yeas, hiring appropriate teachers may be impos-
t sable, and other arrangements may be compromised. '

Project Comparison: A
, 1. ' . ,

Key start-up tasks for all projects.include ordering materials,
orienting stool staff, arranging for fscillps, and hiring
staff.

Start-up schedules -and specific tasks vary *Id may affect
your choice of projects.

0 Adoption Criteria

,
4

This section summarizes the most important features to consider
in selecting a project.

COnsiderationi:

. There is no simple formula for determining the likelihood of
success from the number coLicenteris that can be met in your
district. A single problem may be sufficient reason to con-
sider selecting another project. Your professionarjudgment
must be your guide.

Criteria related to the local acceptability of the project's
instructional, management, end organizational features are
summarized first. The criteria related to the availability
of psisonnel, materials /equipment, and facilities, and to the
ability to meet the start-up schedule are listed.

'22
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The work presented of reported herein was performed pursuant to a

Contract from the U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare. However, the...opinions expressed herein do

not necessarily the position or policy of the U.S. Office

of Education, and official endorsement by the U:S. Office of

eEducation should be inferred.
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Prepared by RMC Research COrporation

,Under U.S. Office of Education Contract 3010-760002
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Project CakhUp
Jt

. .

Catch-Up is a project for students having difficulty in reading and
meth. )tudents leave their regulat classrooms to participate.

kindergarten' hrou gh sixth-grade students par-
ticipate in Catch-Up. Students are nominated by
their classroom teachers, and final selecWons
are made in congulIationa between classroom and
'project teachers.

Students

Staff

Student/Staff Ratio

.

Facilities

Instruction

Training

A half-time project.birector and seers ry are

needed for Catch-Up. Each Catch-Up lab lies -

three teachers (one of whom is designated lead .

teacher?, a paraprofessional Aide, and volunteer
parerit aides. .

Staff members generally work with three,students
at a time, but they may have up to five. Each

teacher in Catbft-Up takes personal responsibil-
ity for the achieveklent of 18 students during
the year, and each lide for 10 students.

Each Catch-Up lab requires,one classroom,Aypi-
cally located in the project school'. The pro-
ject director needs an office at the district,
administrative center.

Catch-Up teachers and sides plan s variety of
activities for -each child-focused on two or
three specific skills that child needs to work
on'. Children work individually as the -staff

move abort the room giving help where needed.
A wide variety of materials is made available
to meet whAgger needs the students have.

a
r Catch-Up staff attend a two -week training work-

shop before the lab opens and mgnthly in-service
meetings,

Scheduling Projecl staff and classroom 'teachers jointly
schedule students' attendance' in the labs for

daily 20- to 60-minute sessions. Attendance

is plannedito avoid conflict with important
events in ehe students' reg4lar classrooms.

1

Far sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U S Government.reinting °Mee
Washington, DC 20402 Per R part set, sold in sets only

Stoelt Number 017-080-01618-8
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Catch-Up is one of six projects .selected as unusually successful
for teaching reading and/or mathematics to underachieving students in
low-income areas. Project Information Packages including detailed
guidelines for installing and operating these projects are available
frbm the U.S. 0 ice of Education to qualifying school diericts,

a
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Al jumps off the green

kangaroo-shaped rocking chair

in the Project Catch-Up lab-
oratory, eager to tackle to-
day's problem-- learning ,the
"L" sound. He rubi a patch

in a learning kit booklet that
looks and smells like a lemon
and then practices rinting.

ndOf
He does a teachin mecHine
lesson for "L" a attempts
a teat in 'criterion reading.

finally, he joins other stu-
'dents in a Spin-a-Sound game
with one of the teachers, and
he wins. On him way out of
the lab, he .pins his practice
sheet on his own rocket-shaped
progress chart and glances at

a five-6ot Pinocchio painted
on the 4wall, emblazoned with

tHe slogan, "I Did IV.'"
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Projedt Catch-Up

Catch-Up le a reading And math laboratory project for kindergarten
through `sixth -grade students. It features highly qualified teachers and
aides who teach morningmonly in an attractive, well-equipped laboratory
using an eclectic approach.

Thd philosophy bf Project Catch-Up is ttiat &itudsnts with special
needs can catch up with other students. Teachers take responsibility
for the 'achievement gains of 18 low-achieving elementary students, in
reading and math, and aides for the gains of 10. Staff members are
free to use whatever techniques they choose and to purchase instruct
tional materials, whiCh they match to clearly defined objectives. They

schedule time and activities flexibly to Meet identified student needs.
The atmosphere of the labs is free; students are encouraged to choose
activities from among alternatives. The project operates mornings only,
when students and teachers are fresh. Thete is one well - equipped, gaily
decorated laboratory within each school.

Project Origin

'Project Catch-Up was developed by local school personnel as an ESEA
Title.I project and has operated since 1966 in southern California's
Newport-Mesa Unified School District, a large,and generally prosperous
area with pockets of pbverty. The project capitalizes on the availa-
bility of qualified, part-time staff and the proximity of publishers'
reiresentatives. Catch-Up has been replicated in several other school
di icts across the country.

7
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Catch-Up provides supplementary instructaon,fbr kindergarten
through sixth-grade students who are behind in math and reading.
The project can be limited to a narrower grade range, depending on

the needs of the distr;pt.. / ,

Catch-Up uses an eclectic, individual zed approacj emphasizing
personal attention, careful diagnotis, and a wide variety of learning

meth* and materials.
4

Selecting and scheduling+Cateh-Up students must be done
ually between the project, teacher and the regular teacher, based on

each child's needs and preferences., Teachers and aides must choose
the children they wily work with for the entire year. Final selection

end schedulind donToccur until four weeks after the school year
begins; although the lag may teem inefficient, discussions during this
time establish'a working relationship between regular teachers end

project staff.

t
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In Catch-Up labs teachqrs and aides work with one to five children

et a time who leave their regular classes for 20 to 60 bunutes every

morning. The schedule may vary from,Apy to day,-depending on stude9t
heeds and agreementewith regular teachers. 'Students move from one
activity to another guided by the teacher and their activity folders.

They work alone or in pairs onjeaqhing machines and tests, and in

Mall groups on games and teacher-directed activities. How long they

) spend each day on reading and math and the approaches staff members use

are determined entirely by student needs as identified on criterion-

referenced tests. Work is made easy enough so the child can constantly

succeed.

iltho h the labl/s well equipped with commercial materials,

teachers a aides are always on the lookout for games and other stim-

ulating its to meet particular student needs. They have a materials

budget of $18 allocated yearly for each child. The student is never

blbcked from pursuing a skill until he has mastered it; teachers pro-
vide encouragement and as many activities as necessary to accomplish

this goal.

Students' needs are determined by taking commercial tests. They

take placement exams such as those used with programmed readers and.

criterion-referenced tests to determine specific skill deficiencies.

The testing is interspersed with learning. When a teacher has identi-

fied two orx&hree specific skills a child needs, he or she assigns
several activitiesdesigned.to teach those skills.

(

\k
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The Catch-Up management style is very light-handed. The project
director acts primarily as a troubleshooter, so the teachers are Free
to spend their time on instruction.

The project director is not an instructional supervisor; he or
she directs the lab through the lead teacher: The director does not
substitute teach, require written lesson plans, or expect teachers to
take time from instruction for record keeping.

A district-level sdminiktrator, the project director must be
responsive air' action-oriented. He or she acts quickly when problems
arise. The director stays in daily phone contact with teachers and
sides, responds quickly with supportive memos to teacher requests and
comments, and approves materials orders daily.

32
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The lead teacher reports to the principal on school matters and

We project director_on project matters. The project airector occasion-

ally asks the lead teacher from one laboratory to drop in et another to

help solve a problem. Lead teachers meet with the project director once

a month to'discuas what is happening in the laboratories.

Within the lab, teachers and aides share equipment and materials

without needing formal_aystems. They often combine their studfrits on

game day, but usually work with their own groups. Prestructiorial aides

have a role very similar to the teacher's. They are usually$taking

courses to advance on the career ladder. Aides tgach; they do not run

mimeograph machines pr make bulletih boards for the teachers. t

Project staff's daily, informal contacts 'with regular teachers are

designed both to assure that learning in the laboratory supplements

activities in the regular classroom and to encourage regular teachers

to notice the slower students' improving abilities.

.

'Project ateff members encourage parents to join the school and

)8

district level parent advisory boards by sponsoring lunc ons and offer-

ing bebysitting services. The parents tell project staff r they want

for the} children. Teachers involve parents in learning b visiting

homes, sending home suggestions for learning games, and inv ting parents

to visit and help with the project.

A month -long experimentation program is run\during the summer.

\ .
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(Three Vibe; 192 students)

ANNUAL COSTS

Number
Estimated Total
Cost to Project

2
.5

4

Personnel

Project Director
2

Secretery,to Project Director
Lead Teacher 3.0

4Teachers 6.0
4Instructional Aides 3.0

Facilities
3

Project Director's Office 1.
Classrooms 3

Materials/Equipment 3,600.00

Subtotal

Other

Summet Experimentation Fund
(l0% of annual budget)

Total Estimated Annual Coat

ADDITIONAL START -dr COSTS

Personnel

.

Project Director (March-August, 50% time)
Lead Teacher (April-August, 10% time)
Training Stipends for Staff (two weeka)

Mbterials/Eguipment 15 900.00

Total Estimated' Additional Startup Cost

See p 9 of the Project Selection Guide.

2
If thjts salary would not be charged to project funds, enter zero.

3

Space may be available within the district at no cost to project.
I.

4
Teachers and aides work pert-time. Estimate two-thirds of full-time
salary.

, -
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'CATCH-UP ORGANIZATION

Administrative personnel
Project director and secretary (both half -time)

Instructional staff
Leed teacher
Teem teachers

Instructional aides

64 children served each year in typical lab

_s

Catch-Up requires a half-time project director and secretary to
perform the administrative tasks associated with the projects.. One
teem, headed by a lead- teacher, is required for each Catch-Up lab.. .0"

Each Catch-Up teacher assumel personal responsibility for the
progreaS of 18 students, and each side for 10. In the lab, staff share
instructional materials freely without any formal check -out systems.
Aides in Catch-11p teach and are not assigned clerical duties suchis
record keeping and bulletin board display prepaktitn: At any one
time, a staff member will usually work with no more than five students

/ in the lab.

A typical Catch-Up lab, as described eboye, serves 64 children...2
With three teachers and one aide. However, smaller and larger projectet.

40 have been successfully implemented. It would be possible, fop instance,
to have a Catch-Up lab staffed with only two teachers serving 36 chil-
dren or one staffed with four teachers and one aide-servipg 82-Children.
The needs of particgipr schools in a district will determine the sizes
of individual labs.ilLarger labs, however, should be allotted two con-
necting, or at least adjacent, classrooms to avoid crowding.

35
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The Catch-Up staff resists of a half -time projedrector, lead
teschers,Aeschers, instrwtional aides, and parent aides. A part-

time secretary Provides silerical support to the project.

Catch-Up's success depends upon having an action-oriented director
who must be willing to give the staff unusual autonomy end effective
administrative support% Correspondingly, Catch-Up teachers and aides

must be able to function with unusual autonomy.

geosuse Catch -OID requires half-time teachers "(four hours per day)
not employed elsewhere, the.setting of the project is especially impor-

tant. The originating site is located in a densely populated urban

area. Reny expert teachers who live there find it economically feasible

and desirable to seek half-time employment. This minimizes the danger

' that they will abandon the project for a full-time job.

The originating site also offerp a population of well-educated
teachers who have team-taught, have used programmed reading, and are
familiar enough with Catch-Up teaching techniques thet they don't re-

quire much,..training. Unless a district has a pool of people available
who have wdrked4with such techniques, the project is not likely to work.

Catch-Up Project Director

Catch-Up requires a capable director, usually the director of fed-

eral projeas or the district reading coordinator. The director must

be sufficiently established in the district to carry out the project's
sometimes unorthodox demands. Just as importantly, he or she must be
in a position to identify potential teachers from among personal. con-

tacts.

The director must be willing to give the staff unusual autonomy

and effective administrative support. He or she must be inventive,
politically savvy, and action-oriented; Catch-Up cannot operate in a

"wait-and-see" climate.

a
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Catch-Up Lead Teachers

A lead teacher is both an Instructor and an filly and trusted
friend of the staff. He or she keeps track of the materials budget,
trains and works with aides, and provides'llaison with the project
dire4br.

Lead tfeachers demonstrate teaching techniques during training and
are occasionally sent by the project director to help solve problems
in neighboring laboratories. They are skilled at greeting visitors,
answering questions, and keeping in touch with the principal.

The lead teacher is more instructor than administrator; the pro-
ject director does not double as lead teacher.

Catch-Up Teachers

Teachers have more responsibility than aides in ordering equip-
ment and materials and ditecting individual children's learning and
testing. Each teacher is personally responsible for the achievement
gains of 18 students. This is not a group responsibility. It is this
responsibility that orients teachers to strive to meet students' needs.

Teachers muse already be capable and experienced instructors, able
to capitalize on the flexibility offered by Project Catch-Up's design
in a'positive, participatory style. All of them must create an attitude,
of confidence in students while respecting their culture or ethnic back -

groond. Both teachers and aides master the use of a wide variety of new
teaching materials and involve parents and regular classroom teachers
in the children's progress. They are skilled at teaching both reading
and math, and do not specialize in just one. They often volunteer time
for planning.

38
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Catch-Up Instructional Aides

The project director recruits instructional aides from the com-
munity-eftved by the project, and therefore aides often provide project-

community liaison. Though lacking credentials when they begin in the j

project, aides have many teaching skills and assume the role of teaching

their own group of 1O students. They do not perform clerical tasks for

teachers; the project director encourages them to earn credentials and

---Aecome project teachers. 1

Aides,4project Catch-Up in the originating site had a special
role in helpimT.students who spoke little English_. One teacher who

worked with Spanish-speaking children was certified to teach in South

America; though qualified, she was not certified in California. Another

aide was a Chicano graduate student in psychology, and a third was a
mothet raised in South America who had not finished high school but had
proved her exceptional skills as a parent aide.

Inattuctional aides should be chosen from among community members
who are interested in teaching and have a great deal of potential, but

who do not yet have, the fumal prepay ion to be teachers. Aide selec-

tion should be adapted to local a so that people who show potential

can work gradually into a teaching role.

1 aitch-Up Parent Aides

Volunteer parent aides, recruited by teachers, are especially
sentitive to students who are hesitant and shy and help younger chil-

dren with practical needs. Parent aides who show special. promise are

encouraged to move into instructional aide posi ions.

39
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iiEach Catch-Up lab contains a wide variety of highly illOtivational
materials and equipment, providing e1ternatives in learning materials
for each skill a child needs to learn. A core of commercial materials,
described in the PIP, is made available from the onset of training.
They range from programmed workbooks and criterion-referenced tests to
Cyclo-Teachers, Computer-Tutors, And car4 games. Teachers-are con-
stantly on the lookout for new materials to meet specific student needs,
on which they spend their $225 budget. They submit orders often and
key materials to instructional objectives throughout the year, All
terials are used only for the project.

About $6,500 provides one lab with the recommended core equipment
It and materials., The project director orders the core items in the
spring BO they will be available for training in August.

+

' Teachers and aides have their own budget for materials, needed to
meet individual students' needs,

a
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The bright, nontraditional environment of a Catch-Up lab is

vital to the project. The director must secure a large, comfortable
classroom orqempotary building available all day for the entire year.

Staff must, on a limited budget,.be able to decorate it gaily and

imaginativelv different from other classrooms, it is a special place

for students to come. The lab is clo4e enough to the classroom to 'be

considered part of the schtols but is not ntar a stigmatized area such

as a kindergarten might be for older children.

Thp project director secures s4room with standard classroom fur-

niture and adds apple cabinets, round tattles, comfortable chairs, and

area rugs. He or she removes most traditional student desks and cast-
off furnishings;tiose remaining are'bYightly painted or jodLfied.

The proect director's fully equipped office is in the district

office building, not theloppl. This helps establish the direbtor's

position as do adpinistr r,

-900- ',Liboratorieii
Ote sureams mil viettstiondemit
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1

CATCH-UP GETTING STARTED

- If your district elects to implement Catch-Up, and your application
for the PIP is approved, the director will have many planning tasks to

complete before training and instruction begin in the fall. The direc-
tor's role is extremely important. The same person should carry out
initial...tasks and subsequent troubleshooting. He or she should start
in March on a half -time basia to carry out the, required management

tasks - within the time frame shown on the chart facinethis page.

The project director:

,2, orients personnel of tentatively identified schools and other
relevent administrators in the district.

4.,recruits and interviews prospective staff.

6. surveys furniture, materials, and equipment.

t

8. orders necessary lab furniture, core materials, and equipment.

10. monitors preparation of lab for training and student Instruc-
tion.

'72. plans start-up training workshop and arranges foil consultants.

4 f
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ADOPTION CRITERIA

INTENTION

e

Select Project; Catph -Up only if your school district can meet the
following project requirements:

INSTRUCTION

Teacher or aide-selects activities to meet student needs.

Flexible schedule, morpings only, 20-60 minutes daily.

Teachersi and aides personally responsible for achievement
gains.

MANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATION

Responsive, action-oriented administration.

Daily contact btween project and regular teachers.

Teachers and aides share equipment and materials as an informal
team.

ORGANIZATION

Project serve' 36 -246 students.

There are 18 students per ttacher and 10 per aide.

f-
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Bureau of School Systems
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Request for CATCH -UP Profect Orientation Materials
and

PIP Application Forms

School Distlict wishes to im>lement a Catch-Up project

ing a PIP. We realize that the supply of PIPs is limited ,and they will be made./
available. only to districts interested in. following the requirements they specO.fy. .

These requirements are summarized-below.
.

INSTRUCTION '

Individualized activities sele6ted by teactier Dr. aide to meet needs of

first through sixth graders in reading or math.
Flexible schedule, mornings only, 20-60 minutes daily per child.
Teachers did aides personally responsible for achievement-gains.
Student-teacher ratio of up to five to one. ...

Papject staff makes final student selection.
._./

MANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATION ,
'....,

Project director provides responsive administrative,suppo rt.

Teachers responsible for instruction.
Daily contact between project teachers and regular classroom teachers.
Teachers and aides share equipment and materiels as an informal team.

P

ORGANIZATION
-Administrative personnel: project director and secretary (each half -tiime).

Minimum lab: one lead teacher, one teacher.
Maximum lab: one lead teacher, three fbachers, one aide.
18 students per teacher and 10 per aide. '

First year: one minimum lab (36 student:0 up to 3 maximum labs (246

students).

PERSONNEL
Imemil authority.

only.

Teachers donate extra time to CatCh4p as nisdid.
Aides play m-role similar to the, tmehers'.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT
Alternative materials keyed to each reading and math,skill.
A $225 supplementary materials budget for each teacher.
Core materials available before September implementation.

FACILITIES i
.

Attractive classroom for the exqusive use of each Catch -Up lab.

. ,

We can meet the schedule for Qettihq started: .

a' Project director starts in March (half-time).
1 Materials/equipment ordered in May.
% All staff selected by July. .

i
Twiliweek start-up training workshop for half days before School starts

'.. in the fall.

. .

NO,understand that he PIP Application Fora; require documentation of our
intent and ability to a ere to the project requirements summarized above.

Signature of requesting official

Title

Address

46
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ADOPTION CRITERIA

.CAPABILITY

Select Catch-Up only if woh.

The following resources are available:

PERSONNEL

District-level, action - oriented administrator.

_Capable, experienced half-time teachers willing to volunteer

extra time.

Aides who play a similar role to the teachers'.

,MATERIALS /EQUIPMENT

Alternative materials keyed to. each skill.

A $225 met.erials budget for each.teacher:

Core. materials available before September implementaGson.

FACILITIES

An attractive lab ex40eively for Catch-Up.

Project director's office.

You can meet the schedule for getting started:

Project director starts in March.

Staff recruited in May.

Materials/Ouipment ordered in May,-

All staff hired by July.

Staff trained in August.

47
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Project Conquest is a program designed to help children in grades
one through six become better readers. Students leave their regular
classrooms to participate.

Students Students are Tminated by their regular class-
room teachers. Final selection is made by the
project staff and teachers and ig\llsed on re-

,. sults of the Conquest diagnostic pc cedure.

Staff Conquest staff consists of a proj1M4 director,
and secretary, reading coordinators, clinicians,
aides, and clerks. The services of a counselor
and purse are also used in the project.

Student/Staff Ratio A reading coordinator typically teaches four stu-
dents per period, while 4 clinician works with
six students per period. A reading,cogrdinator
and two clinicians can serve 80 students per

Facilities Each Conquest lab requires one classroom, which
is typically located in the school it serves.
Labs in which first-grade repeaters, second, and
third graders are served are called "reading
rooms." The labs for fourth, fifth, and sixth
graders arg called "clinics." Students work in
individual study carrels. Office space is re-

, quired in the district office building for the
project director and secretary.

`Instruction

=

Training

SchedulingScheduling

Conquest features an enectic approach emphasiz-
ing personal attentkonr careful diagnosis, and
a wide variety of learning methods and materials.
Teachers follow a tightly sequenced pattern of
diagnostic and prescriptive procedures.

Instructional staff receives two weeks' training
prior to the start of the project, and in-service,
training pne-half day, each week.

Each gro p of students'spends/one 50-minute peri-
--bd a d in Conguest. In general, students, stay

in C quest for1the entire year.

I
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Grenville, a second-grader, is a little late to his Conquest spesion.

The five other students are already. in their carrels woking quietly on

their programed readers.
.y Aj

Rre.'McLeen promised Granville he would det't work on,the controlled

reader today, and he hopes he isn't too late. Ri t now, she is helping

one of the students with vowel sounds. Granville s to his carrel and

begins work, anxiously awaiting his turn. s'

4
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Project Conquest

Conquest is a laboratory' project for first- -de repeaters and
second through sixth graders who have difficulty in eading. It fea-
tures a carefully individualized, eclectic approach de possible by
low student-teacher ratios and a wide variety of mater Is and eqUip-
ment. Instructional and diagnostic procedures are high structured,
facilitating the task of individualifing instructions for large number
of students.

Conquest calls its read3 laboiatories "clinics".and " reading
rooms." The difference in nem depends on the grade levels se ved.
First-grade repeaters, second, and third graders go to reading r ms,
while fourth, fifth, and sixth graders go to clinics. Members o the

teaching staff are lled "clinicians." The clinical orientation : -ts

the tone for the car 1 diagnosis of student problems. Children 1-
nated by their classro teachers are thoroughly-screened for readir4
deficiencies and contri tang health conditions prior to admission tot
the project. A nurse an a counselor work with problems outside the \\

scope of the reading cli clans.

A'student reporting to a Conquest room goes directly to his or
44* her assigned carrel. The)teacher usually lays out the'required mate-

rials before the students,arrive, an`d the students get right to work
following -their _individualized lesson plans. The students are ani-
mated and attentive, but Ede atmosphere is ,orderly and quiet.

Students spend one peimod a day at Conquest. Part of .the time
is spent working in a progr = ed reading series, which helps provide
structure to the instruction approach, although it is only. one of
many activities. Teachers ch e from a wide variety of books, games,
learning machines, and other ma rials to provide variety and to suit
the learning 'needs of the studen . Daily lesson plans usually in-
clude three or four different acti ties for each student.

N
Project Origin -m

Project Conquest was developed as an E A Title I project by
school personnel in East St. Louis, Illinois, large city where the
majority of the population is black and poor. has been in opera-
tion there since 1965 and has recently been tried t in selected
school districtsMg the country.

,i(
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Conquest Arovt 8 sup. ementary Instrpctt for second- thfough

sixth-grade, udents, ho h ve problems to reed g. first-grade repeat-

ers also ar served. 't.',

per-

sonal att ntion, careful dtagnosts, and a W4.1 - tety of learning,

Conq st uses an en'ectic, individual 2 ,f oach emphasizing per-

methods d materials. But whtle Instructia0- tndtvtdualized for each

student teachers are carefully trained to C
. ow essenttally the same

diagno is and prescriptive procedures thro the project. Although

the pr ject director makes every effort to g the best available teach-

ers, onquest procedures and continuing to - rvrelp tratning for teachtng

staff lead to the high qualtty of Conquest- stractton.

Instruction takes place in labs ko readtng rooms and

inics. The difference.between these two In grade level: Reading

ms serve first-grade repeaters, second, nd third graders, while

nics serve students in fourth, fifth, a 1. stxth grades.

Conduest clinicians and aides work t adin and/or clinics

,wttll-groups of six students. Each group s e ds one 50-mtnute period

day Conquest. The project operates five periods a day, so each

n serves 30 students. In general students stay in Conquest for

e
o

en ire year.

,/

One or more cliriictans are destgnated reading coordinator. Coordi-

nators work in reading rooms and/or cltntcs wtth groups of four students.,

4
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Their lighter student. load gives them time to act as consultants to the

other clinicians. In addition, rea ing coordinators may teach fewer

than five periods per day so the hey can assist clinicians in separate

labs and help'the project direct r with training and administrative

duties.

Two features make Conquest instruction different from that of other
reading Iprojects. -The fir* is the use of study carrels. Each stu-

dent's names fixed on a carrel, whicp becomes his or her personal work
space. Students like carrels and work more independently in them, but
the biggest effect of the carrels is that they eliminate the sense of

commotion and make the Coc1uest rooms very orderly.

*
A second major instructional feature of Conqugst is the use of a

programmed reading series as an important pert of the project. Many

Clinicians have their studetAts start with programmed reading each day.
This Ovemcontinuity to the sessions, and it means that each student
can sit down qpd get to work without help from the teacher. JIL

, .

s its ars settled and working quietly, the teacher

can move from die to the next Checking it rogress and selecting

new activities for th nexeday'eeleas .Teachers k p indi-

4dual charts in each s ent's folder, students fol

them wiKvery little help. The rule of a 10 to 15 minutes

on any one activity, but each tudent works .his or her liwn pace

on different activit so4the hanges are stead throughout the

class period. The beeper hat e to pelp tare necessary and tp,
work with individuals or small gr e,'; Most nquest students have

a history of classroom failure,,but hey respond well to the combi-

nation of responsibility and success experieh quest.
...

Pkey to the success that Conquest stud- ce is the

careful diagnosis oftheir reading and'perso ms.' Conquest

puts evpry nominated student through a careful se nced diagnostic

OrocesSret the start of the year. The steps includea V8riatxt..pfxea

ing tests and health checks to determine' whether each student has t
potential to bet'it from Conquest'and to provide clinicians with a
clear picture of the problems of each child selected for the projept.
Careful monitoring of progress Jots teacheremake assignMenWthat are
challenging without being frustrating. The teachers learn the adyen

tapes of all the different Conquest materiele,..and equipment during>"--

weekly in-service training. If they need hero with any student, ,the

project director and reading coordinators are always available.

N. ..

Friday afternoons are reserved for in-service training, so
afternoon studejts come to Conquest only four days a week. Thursday

afternoon and Friday mohlhg aro reserved for instru al gems.

ilelhese provide variety and reward ConqUest students for hard work

during the week.

Students are nominated for'ConqueatbY the regular classroll

teachers. The Conquest leachers and project director make the final
decisiOns,onthe b sis of the diagnostic procedure.

-,..
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The key'to Conquest management is close, supervision. Tbe pro-

ject director is both ins4uctionat and admipistrative supervisor.
He ipr,she determines the instructional approaahes to be used, (rains
the teachers in these approaches, and monitors their performance in
the project.

As instructional supervisor, the project directorqvisits all
Conquest labs frequently, observing .irltruction, checking student
folders, and offering suggestions and advice. He or she also serves
as a resource person, keeping abreast of the latest techniques and
materials and, with the help of the reading coordinator, conducts
the weekly in-service trahing sessions. To a large extent, these
inputs from the project director determine the nature of Conquest
instruct an and are critical to project success.

As administrator, the Conquest project director is responsible
for It 4Sual planning, budgeting, troubleshooting, and personnel
func ns. The important considerations are that the prgject has
adequatkpersonnel and material resources.

0 ob.
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Personnel .include both teaching and auxiliary staff. The

project director hires and fires staff, ensuring that only highly
effective teachers stay in the project. He or she must also nego-

tiate with the distrlot for the pert -time services of a nurse and

a counselor. Without health and counseling help, many Conquest
students are blocked from progrdes in reading.

Material resources includ ning materials, equipment, and

adequate classroom space. The prof ct director must secure the funds
for materials and equipment, and also plays the major role in their

selection. Classroom-space maybe in short supplyin Conquest schools,
and it.may be necessary to negotiate for extra, portable classroom

apace.

Conquest must operate as a cohesive project. Conquest Wbathers

are housed in the'schools they serve, but they are responsible to
the Conquest project director in the district office rather than to

the building principal. This special status is required to ensure
the quality of the teaching staff and to maintain close communication

within the project.

Reading coordinators assist the project director in, advising
and training less experienced clinicians, although technically all
clinicians are responsible direckly to the project director. As

the size of the project increases, the task of managing Conquest
comes tomuch for a project director alone. Consequently, the m

went role of the reading coordinators-becomes increasingly import

The approval and cooperation of participating schools and parents

are important to project success. Conquest teachers make a continuing
effort to involve the regular classroom teachers by meeting with them
during free peripds and lunch and by encouraging them to visit the Con-

quest reading rooms and clinics. The project staff uses a veriety'of
techniques to involve parents, from open houses to potluck suppers.

t
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'CONQUEST: ESTIMATING COSTS
(One Combined Reading Room/Clinic, 80 students)

Estidated Total
( Number Cost to Project

ANNUAL COSTS /

Personnel

Project Director
2

1.0
Secretary to Project Director 1.0
Reading Coordinator 1.0
_Clinicians 2.0
Aide 1.0
Clerk .5

Counselor .25

Facilities;

Project Ditector's Office
Classroom

Meterials/Equipment 2,000.00

TotalEstimated Annual Cost

ADDITIONAL START-UP COSTS

Personnel

Project Director (March-August, 50% time)
'Reading Coordinator (August, full time)
Training Stipends for staff (two weeks)

Facilities

Student Carrels (16)

Materials/Equipment

Total Estimated Additional Start-up Cost

1
See page 9 of the Project Selection Guide.

1 600.0Q

6.000.00

2
If this salary would not be charged to project funds, enter zero.

Space may be available within the district at no cost to project.

5.8
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CONQUEST ORGANIZATION

404 'T
4rdMinistrative personnel
'Project director and secretory

Instructional 'staff (one combined reading room/clinic)
Reading coordinator
Two clinicians

One aide
One clerkibm6f-time)-

Auicilispy staff
Counselor,(quarter -time for two combined reading room/
clinics)

Nuree (initial screening, consulting)

80 students each year per combined reading room/clinic

,Conquest operates with a full-time project director and secretary
and retaff of reading coordinators, clinicians, %ides, and clerks.
The part-time services of a counselor and nurse are also used.

Reading coordinators and clinicians serve students in fourth
through sixth grades in both reading rooms and clinics. A combined
reading room/clinic is shared by one reading coordinstoreand two clini-
cians. Esob combined classroom has an side who provides inskructional
assistance and a half-§ime clerk for clerical tasks. A couniftor within
the district works cloeely with project teachers in providing services
to students. Approximately a quarter-time commitment from a counselor
is needed to eervt every two combined reading room/ clinics. Nursing
services are used primarily for medical screening of project-eligible

* students. Nurses are generally not paid with project funds.

It is advisable to begin thg project with no more than two'or
three combihed reeding room/clinges. Conquest depends on the care-
ful training and close supervision provided by the project director.
These tasks become too demanding with a large, inexperienced staff.

Each reading coordinator iastructs four children in each of five
50-minute sessions per day; each clinician teaches six children per
session. This means that 80 students per year can be served by e '
single combined reading room/clinic.

dr

Reading rooms and clinics are located in the schools they serve,
or in nearby portable classrooms. Students participate in Conquest
for a full year and are'tkpically drawn from several classrooms in
each school.

59
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The staff needed for Conquest includes a project director and

escrttary, coordinators, clinicians, aides, and clerks. The part-time

services of a counselor and nurse are also utilized in the project.

A strong project director is the key to the success of Conquest.

He or she must be a highly skilled instructional leader as well as a
capable administrator. Although the project benefits from a well-
qualified staff, only the reading coordinators meed be certified reading

ppecialiets. A nurse and a counselor provide the part-time auxiliary
services that help make Conquest unique.

Conquest Project Director

It is critical that the project director of Conquest be an expert
reading teacher who commands professional respect in the district. He

or she should also bring administrative experience or potential to the

job.
..

In Conquest, the projea director controls the instructional, proc-

ess. Therefore, project success largely depends on the professional ex-

pertise of the director, and on the quality of training and supervisionquality

he or she provides. The project director. is and orders materials
andOkarefulay trains the staff in the yse b "these materials within the

framework if Conquest diagnostic and prescriptive procedures. Through

regular in-service meetings and frequent visits to the labs; the project

director closely monitors instruction. The project director also serves

as a resource for new ideas and makes suggestions for helping' individual

students. . *

Authority and dip/omacy are required. to select the schools to be
served and to gain the cooperation of school principals inn arranging
for classrooms and setting up lines of authority and communication,

The project director hires and fires the staff, insuring that only
teachers who Mork effectively with Conquest procedurei stay in the

project. He or the must also negotiate with district administrators
for the part-time services of a counselor and the consulting services

of a nurse.

Maintaining close' communication and good relations with nonproject

personnel,ts a continuing administrative responsibility. The project

director serves as mediator between project demands and the needs of the

staffs in participating schools.

Most parent contact is coordinated by the clinician, but the pro-
ject director supervises parent involvement and handles any difficulties

that arise between parents and project teachers.

Other administrative tasks include review of clinician performance,
purchase of materials and equipment, control -of project budget, and

project evaluation.

6
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Conquest Reading.;Coordinators

/
,

.

The role of eading coordinitors is to provide assistance to the k-
project director in the training and of less experienced clini-
cians. However, since the clinicians report directly to, the project
director and operate independently in the classroom, the reading coordi-
nator functions more as a consultant then an authority figure.

Reeding coordinators should have qualifications in addition to
those aspired of clinicians. They should have a master's degree or
be a ceirtified reading teacher. In addition, they should have experi-
ence or demonstrated competence as managers.

The reading coordinators instruct jour students per hour, coordi-
nate instruction in the lab, provide clinicians with any assistance they
need in testing and instruction, and monitor record keepirk92,Other
major duties of the coordinators areld assist the project director with
in-service training and to provide liaison between the Conquest lab and
the school. The coordinators assist the project director in ensuring
pat the neede of principals and classroom teachers are considered, and
that they are'Informed of student progress on a regular basis.

The number of students taught by reading coordinators varies with
the Size of the ppoject. As the number of labs increases, the codrkli-
nator spends more time coordinating instruction, training, and assisting
clinicians in the various centers, and less time is available for teact
ing etudente directly.

00 1

an/PP

Conquest Clinicians

The initial skill of Conquest clinicians is less important than the
:personal qualities, they need to develop close personal relationthips
with project students. It is essential that they be warm, responsive

Itopeople who are able to provide the support and reinforcement needed to
'Pr improve the self-concepts of Conquest children. Sensittvity to a

child's frustration with learning enables clinicians to pace instruction
to ensure success..

Becatise cli4Acians receive comprehensive training and close super-
vision in cartylpg out Conquest's procedures, they need not initially
be skilled reed 0g teachers. They should be new teachers with good
potential, or Oe best available teachers in the district.

Clinicians instruct six students per session, individUally and in
smell groups. While diagnostic Ind prescriptive procedures are largely
structured, the clinicians make judgments about specific materials and
sctivites to use with individual students.

62
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Individualizing instruction for 30 students each day is a demand-

ing task, requiring clinicians who are dedicated to the studentsvand the
project. When necessary, they must be willing td devote extra time and
energx to malr the project go.

Conquest Aides

Each combined lab has an aide to assist the clinicians with in-
structional and organizational tasks. Aides are selected who have had
30 semester hours of college. This qualification allows them to assist
in the instructional process rather than simply set up eqbipment and
monitor the entrance and exit of the children.

. Conquest Clerks

Each combined lab requires a half-time clerk to assist in keeping 11-
records of test ores and individual lesson plans, and in the prepara-
tion of mimeoed instructional material.

Conquest Counseltr

The counselor provides part-time testing and counseling services
to project students and acts as a consultant to the staff. The counselor
is occasionally called upon to administer diagnostic and other teats and
to interpret their results to clinicians or parents. In some cases, the
counselor mediates among classroom teachers, clinicians, and-parents
.concerning an individual student's placement in the project. He or she
conducts group guidance sessions to help students adjust to clinic
placement and, if qualified, provides Individual therapy for children
with emotional problems. During training, the counselor orients new
staff members to the stress children may feel in being placed in the
project, sensitizes the staff members to the kinds of emotional growth
that can be fostered in the clinics, and helpexlinicians do simple
counseling in the classroom.

Conquest Nurse

To assess health conditions that may be contributing to students'
reading difficulties, the consulting sery s of a district or school

nurse are prsvided. These include a vi auditory, and dental exami-
nation of eligible students, as well as r al and follow-up care.

63
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A programmed reading series plays an important role in Conquest and

interlocks closely with the diagnostic and prescriptive procedures used.

But there is also a wide variety of Ither commerciak materials to teach
the prescribed skills, ranging from reaching machinee\and books to film-

strips and games. Teachers attempt to keep student Motivation and in-

terest high by selecting materials that are not being used in the stu-

dents' regular classrooms and by introducing three or foisr different

activities during each session.

About $8,00C provides the core equipment and materials recommended

in the PIP for one combined reading room/clinic. This amount varies

widely depending upon the quantity of recommended materials already in

the district. The project director, who is in chgrge of ordering pro-

ject materials, orders the core materials in theApring so that they

will be available for training before instruction begins. Clinicians

are not strictly responsible for developing their own materials, but
they are typically on the lookout for new activities to help sfudents

learn particular skills.

.Clinicians in some of the tryout sites initially ooneidered some
of the project materials too easy or dull for the atudents4 They were

surprised to find that not only did atudepts like them but, when used

as specified, they worked.

14
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Altgpireesteifar each *quest reeding room or clink, Drone
, -gleesome fora combined lab.

Furnished with individuel,study carrels. :

,

.-41-41fies spectin.ths district attics building for the pcsject
Aviator and secretary.

.#

- Conquest lat7s are appealing pla6et for students to come. WellL,
equipped and cOlorfully decorated by the staff, they serve both to
motivate and'inform project children.

Eadi Conquest lab requires one classroom typically located in'the
school it serves. The classrooms are used full days for the:entire
year. If space is not available in the school or if the principal is,
reluctant tri'S'tt- it aside for Conquest, a nearby portable classroom
shOuld be used. Principals should not he alienated in the process of
arranging space for the project.

Individual study carrels are vital tothe Conquest labs. Each
carrel is labeled with an,individual student's name. *Students like
hbving their own personal work space, and teachers firib that the car-
rels encourage students to work independently. Carrels also make it
easier for clinicians to offer individual assistance to students.

'Furnished and equipped office space for the project director and
secretary is located in the district office,huilding.

65
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CONQUEST GETTING STARTED-,

If your district elects to implement Conquest, and your applica-

tion for the PIP _Is approved, the project directoi will have many plan-

ning tasks to c lete-before training and instruction begin in the

fall. The director role. is extremely impor.ant. The same peison

should carry out initial tasks and subA0quent"troubleshooting. He or

she shOuld start in March on ao-half-time basis to carry out the required .

atert-up-tasks within the time frame shown on the chart facing this

page.

The project director:

2. orients ersonnel of tentatively identified schools and
relevant admintstrators in the district.

4. recruits and interviews prospective staff.

6. orders necessary furniture, core materiali, and equ pment.

8. hires external evaluator or designs project eval ation.

. plans start-up training workshop.

AIL

S
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CONQUEST

ADOPTION CRITERIA

INTENTION

Select Conquest only if your school district can meet the following

requirements:

INSTRUCTION

Project detsFmines sequence of activities and schedules.

Students work mainivin carrels, guided by an activity folder.

Student-teacher tio during a period six to one or four to one.

_

MANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATION

Strong instructional a nd administrative directiorl from the

project director.

Project director monitors instruction freque nflyspd conducts

weekly in- service training with help of readingecoordinators.

ORGANIZATION

Administrative personnel,
Project director and secretary (full-time)

Instructional staff (one combined reading room/clinic)

Readingtcoordinator
Two clincians 4

4
One aide
One clerk (half-timeit*

Auxiliary staff
Counselor (quarter-time for every two combined reading

room/clinics)
Nurse (initial screening, consulting)

do stude nts each year per combined reading room/clinic.

t8
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-----1117 CONQUEST

ADOPTION CRITERIA

CAPABILITY

Select Conquest only if

The foliming resources are available:

PERSONNEL

Project director is a ciapable administrator, and exper.tyeading

teacher.
Project datectorcan chrdst,__Wnd control instruction.
:Reading coordinators are certified reeding siSecialiseie 'or have

fiastei.'s degrees. . ,

Reading boordinators individ'prilaze instruction for four

students per sessi.en, and assist project director.
Clinicians individualize instruction for six students per
sessibo.
Aides assist clinicians with instruction and ymemilational
tasks in the classroom.
tlerks.help with record keeping
Counselor assists project staff

meeds of students, ft,

Nurse provides visual, auditory, mad dental screening of

.0 eligible student4111referrals; and follow-up mere.

qv

MATERItS/EPUIPMENi

A'wide variety 2f commercial materials keyed to each skill.
Core materials lnd equipment available prior to first..week of

school.

FACILITIES

and producing materials.
in dealing with emotional

'1 A iciassro ft:q'each Conquest reading room or clipic, ar one

large cliff, om fqr a combined 1st). '

P
IAdimidual st fiy.carrels.

ou can meet the schedule for getting started:

Project director Startsin March.
.

Schoolsta be dtrved confirmed in April.

) Core materie
AD Staff, hired a

. with The dastr

pment ordered in April.
ices of counselor and nurse
May?

0-

'41

769
:or 19,

,.

arranged
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H g h IntensNy
Tutoring Project

A is and Selection Kit
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HIT is a cross-age tutoring project:for sixth through eighth

graders having difficulty in reading and math. Students leave their

regular classrooms to participate.

Students

Staff

Tutees are'sixth and seventh graders; tutors

Are seventh and eighth graders. Tutees are

seleCted By test scoresand classroom teachers'
judgment. Tutors participate voluntarily and

are selected by project teachers.

A project director and secretary work part-

- 0
time on HIT. Each HIT center is staffed by one

full-time teacher selected from the project
school and'two full -time paraprofessionals.

Student/Staff Ratio

.

Ten te12 tutor/tutee.pairs are in a HIT'center
with three staff members for each half-hour

period.

Facilities Each HIT center requires on.4 classroom, typi-

cally located in the project school. The

project director needs office space in the

district administration building.

Instruction Instruction in HIT consists of fast-paced,
almost rhythmic drill in basic skills and

practice in peogrammed materials. Teachers

select material so tutees answer 90-94 per-
cent of the questions correctly each day.
Teachers distribute candy and other rewards to

tutees and tutors. Tutors affirm or correct

each tutee response and record points'earned.

Training HIT teachers and aides attend a two-week train-
ing workshop before the centers open and weekly
informal sessions throughout the year.

Scheduling Students are .scheduled by the project teachers
in consultation with classroom teachers for
daily half-hour sessions in each or only one

subject. There are five tutoring periods every-

day but Friday. Friday afternoons are reserved

for 1n- service meeting and record keeping.
Breaks between sessions are used for record
keeping and organizing materials for instruc-

tion.

For sal* by the Superintendent of Documents, U S Government Printing Office
Washington, D C 20402 Per 8-pert iyet, sol4,in sets only

Stock Number 017-000-016111-8
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jects are available from the U.S. Office of Education to qualifying
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As Suzanne walks into the HIT center, she remembers when she was
a tutee two years ago, as a sixth grader. She had looked forward to
becoming a tutor, to coming early and checking her tutee's folder, to
being ready with drill materials, and finally to staying for a few min-
utes after class and playing a math gene with the other tutors. Now
that she does tutoring, she takes pride in the gains her tutees are
making and enjoys helping them work fast to earn points. Today the'
tutor Carl, first with multiplication flash cards and a betan numer

clock, then in a programed workbook. Carl was shy and s obi at first,

&frigid of getting answers wrong, but Suzanne has noticed a real cfienge
in him since he began working on materiels he can complete with almost
no mistakes. Suzanne enjoya the rhythm of recording a slash for mach
right answer and sharing the right answer when her tutee makes a mis
take, which isn't very often. She knows Can looks forward to the
candy rewards he receives, and she has found her role as a tutor even
more rewarding than candy.
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ligh Intensity Tutoring

(HIT)

High Intensity Tutoring is a cross-age tutoring project for sixth,
seventh, and eighth graders. The project features drill in basic read-
ing,and math facts and use of prograard workbooks. Teachers distribute
candy and other rewards based on points earned by tutees and tutors.
Two well-respected teachers'from each project school operate the reading
or math HIT centers, each in a separate classroom. The unique features
of HIT are its high intensity and cross-age tutoring.

HIT is fast paced. Tutoring lasts only 30 minutes, with the first
10 minutes devoted to quick drill. Tutees read word lists in reading
and use flash cards and drill sheets in math. They spend the remainder
of the period on programmed reading and math workbooks. HIT offers
intense practice of basic skills rather than discussion, inquiry, or
lecture methods.

HIT drill and programmed materials lend themselves to accurate,
immediate correction. Tutors record each response as it is mere and
tell tutees correct answers as needed.

each

do not break the pace
for lengthy explanations, non do teachers. The pace also keeps going
despite changes in activities; tutees are kept busy while tutors obtain

materials.

they

are eager to earn'points, one for each correct response, so
they can have candy rewards. The Short instruction period, structured
drill materials, tutoring techniques, and candy rewards all contribute
-to the success of this high intensity instruction.

Teachers recruit tutors from the seventh and eighth grades to work
with sixth- and some seventh-grade tutees. Teachers assign tutor-tutee
pairs so that the tutor is approximately two years ahead of the tutee
in reading and math skills. Tutees often advance td become tutors.
Teachers and aides unobtrusively monitor tutoring, keep detailed records
of the percent of errors each tutee makes, and assign materials tutees
can complete with 90-94 percent accuracy.

Project Origin

HIT was developed by two reading teachers with reinforcement tech-
niques suggested by a university consultant. It was an ESEA Title I

project invVighland Park, Michigan, and,has been in operation there
since 1970. HIT has been implemented in several other school districts
nationwide since its inception.
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Instruction in both reading and math HIT centers follows a care-

fully delineated procedure. Tutees leave their regular classes, such

as science, each day. Tutors who are about two years ahead of their

tutees in skills work for half-hour,sessions at a rapid pace, using
flash cards, word lists, and other drill materials for approximately

the first 10 minutes and programmed materials for the next 20.

Teachers and aides keep track of the progress of tutors and tutees,
maintain daily progress charts for tutees, and assign harder or easier

materials as necessary to ensure that students get 90-94 percent correct

each day.

HIT teachers manage five sessions a day, monitoring art facilAtat-

ing the tutoring process. They circulate through the center and make

sure tutoring is going smoothly. Teachers and aides tutor when needed

and occasionally are wiled on to answer questions. Tutors attend three

sessions per week, missing a different class each day. They complete

homework in classes they have missed.
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For drill, HIT students in reading centers use a booklet with
sets of word lists gradated for difficulty. Meth center students use

about 20 kihds of drill materials, including flash cards, fraction
boards, Roman numeral clod*, and other teacher-made and commercial
materials designed to teach basic facts.

In addition to drill materials, students use carefully structured
programmed reading and math booklets. The materials which have been
found to lend themselves best to tutoring require almost no directions;
e similar format is used throughout the series so that time is not lost
explaining whatf to do on each page. The materials have answers printed
in the student's booklet in a way that facilitates immediate, accurate
self-correction. Teachers identify a student's entry level in the mate-
rials by administering a placement test. Thereafter, students use one
booklet after another in the series, with adjustments in assignments
if their error rates'show that harder or easier material is needed.
Student time is considered valuable; the tutoring session is teed en-
tirely for skills practice. Students write only when they need to
figure problems, and do reading orally. Assignments and materials are
already on their desks when they arrive, and they proceed without roll
call or announcements.

Since some students do not re pond to programmed materials, teach-
ers must be prepared to diagnose their needs and make other assignments,
placing the students with expert tutors.

Rewards, an integral part of the HIT process, are distributed
according to the er of correct answers (hence points) tallied for
tutees and sessionttended for tutors. Students usually select candy,
though other rewards also may be offered.
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In HIT, the proje director is a district-level administrator,

probably running many other projects along with HIT. Because of this,

and because HIT teachers manage instruction with almost no supervision,

it is crucial that the HIT project director be able to identify two of

the beat - respected teachers in each school. The director must have

enough influence in the district, especially with the principals, to

secure their release. Along with this vital task, much of the

tor's other important work takes place during the early stages. Be-4

tween Hity and the following September, la or she paves the way for the

project. Thereafter, the director's role is providing help as needed

for the implementation of a straightforward,set of learning expemencee.

Because both planning and instructional phases draw upon the resources

and the cooperation of the schools where the project takes place, the

director relies upon the building principals for day-to-day support and

cooperation.

HIT requires scheduling a great many stud is for half-hour ses-

sions. This causes considerable trouble for s ool personnel. Length-

ening the period results in boredom and misbeh ior, so it is recom-

mended that administrators plan some way of operating HIT with half-hour

periods, perhaps as part of study-hall periods. Scheduling should-be

delayed until after school begins a11t1 be completed by teachers. Pro-

ject teachers can then consult with regular teachers about their

1 78
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recommendations on which students should come to the HIT centers as.
tutors, and so that the project teachers can describe the project per-
sonally to regular teachers. The fact that well-respected teachers from
the school operate the HIT centers smooths the difficult early weeks
of the project. Once the project is in motion, the director need cork
only 10 percent time to keep the project running smoothly.

,The main budgetary responsibility of the director is to allocate to
the teachers a monthly reward allowance that is used to purchase candy
and other prizes for tutees and to cover the cost of field trips for the
tutors. The director also balahcegothe budgeT-it the end of each month.

The other major management responsibility in HIT is training. The

HIT project director must either conduct two weeks of training before
school opens to model tutoring behaviors and explain record keeping and

hire a consultant to conduct appropriate training for
HIT.

Once school begins, the project's very capable teachers and aides,
are able to run HIT with only minimal assistance from the director. The

ptoject's structured mechanism virtually runs itself, step by step, as
the year progresses. The director is always available to the center
staff when problems arise. In-service training is held each Friday
afternoon. Sessions are often spent completing records or shaling
ideas. Occasionally HIT teachers meet with the project director for
discussion.

.?
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HIT: ESTIMATING COilS 1

(tour centers, 240 tutees, 320 tutors)

Estimated Total
Number Cost to Project

ANNUAL COSTS

Personnel

Project Director
2

2
Secretary to Project Director
Teachers

Aides

Facilities
3

Project Director's Office
ClIseroomm

.1

.1

4.0

8.0

1

4

Materials/Equipment 500.00

Other.

Rewards, Tutor and Tutee 2,400.00

Total Estimated Annual Cost

ADDITIONAL START-UP COSTS

Personnel

Project Director (April-August, 25% time)
Training Stipends,jor Staff (two weeks)

Materials /Equipment 1,500.00

Total Estimated Start-up Cost

, 1 See pece9 of the Project Selection Guide.

2
If this salary would not be charged to project funds, enter zero.

3
Space may be available within district at no cost to project.
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HIT ORGANIZ

1
Administrative personnel

lqbject director and secretary (both 10% time during school
year)

InstruCtionalistaff (per center).
Teacher

Two aides

50-70 tutees and 70-100 tutors served each year

f

HIT requires a project director to work one-quarter time during
project planning and start-up and 10 percent time during the school
ypar. Secretarial support is needed for the director.

`With 10 to k2 tutor /tutee pairs in the center at one time, up to
70 tutees and 1Ptutors can be involved each year.

HIT shourd begin with>%..iesst twm centers in bolh reading and math

'''.1%tructional ideas.

the district so the project mtaff.can support one another and share

HIT centers are located in the,dichoolt they serve br in neighbor-

ing relocatablt classrooms. Students drawn -from all the sixth/ seventh,
and eighth grade classrooms participate ell year.

ev
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The HIT Ikterf Consists of 1 part-time project director, teachers,

and aides.. . A\A -

The succees of HIT 'depends more on he qualif2cations of teachers
than-on the project director's skills once teachers are selected. '

Trochere shodAd be'carefully selected from the project Mhools! staff of
established teachera, nttrbrought in fibm outside. Aides must have good
organizational and managemeAt skills, since their role is-similar to the
teachers'.

,;
4

if .

e

.

HIT
.k dvoject Dtrector 4"--, o

. - .. .

aRIT" requires a director who is art established, distript-level
administrator (often the federal-projects directorj, willing and able
to allocate to the prdject 25 percent time initially and.10 percent
time after the project as begun.

. -"--.._ v. r

,0-------T-he,ciregtor 'must be able toidentify participattrig schools and
err those prinelpals to asetgn their two bestikrespected teachers
COthe pro' ct and to offer continuing support and coordination ofothe

4. pipject wit n their schools:- .

.
.'-'

e -, 4 The prbgept director must be able4o convince teachers of the good
result! that come from eross-age tutoring and must help secure permis-
sion from tutors' teachers .fmktherereleese.. He or she-must-also be
able to preleg4 thOproject to the pchils Ind community so that it is
understood Accepted.

. AP
,ping the early phase-.of the project, the.direct Kea id tasks

.

bfordealng.,mAteriarA and corkpili lie's df;' potential'center partgicl-

pants.'wHe ors determinee what tAsta-are already available, plans
.

eny'rocessarz tier her testeiend grates pre- and posttesting with"
the regular school scheduie:. The project director must also either%
Carefully plan and conauctSWIAraloing befdre school dtarts or.hire a
conpultant to do this.
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HIT Teachers

Teachers'in HIT typically have many years' successful teaching.

experience as well as previously established working relationships with
other teachers in the school. Highly successful, they are chosen by

the project directgr from among the best reading and math teachers in
the school. In a smoothly functiori.ing HIT project, the regular teachers

know that the HIT teacher's role i4 complementary to their own. The

project teachers must be able to proceed in'a way that takes into
accoynt the needs of the regular teachers, fully understanding the pro-
ject's role within the total school program. A typical HIT teacher is

a former reading specialist, well known in the school as capable.

HIT teachers must have extensive organizational skills. They must
a.
.keep close track of the activities, schedules, and progress of both
tutors and tutees. hey must also provide guidance to their tuebre and.
aides while treati g them as fellow instructora.

---eirtolerance for extensive, detailed paperwork is necessary for HIT

teachers. With the help of the aides, they maintain daily Progress
'charts for all tutees and each day figure the nember of correct re-
sponses and the percentage of errors made in order to adjust students'
assignights for the,foliowing da,%,,as nedWahary. They also keep track

of attendance of tutors and tutees, of the points earned by the tutees,
and of the inventory of rewards in stock.

Teachers must be familiar with and willing to fbllow a highly

structured instructional procedure. They must be able to monitor and
facilitate the tutoring process, circulating through the HIT center
during each period to check progress and ensuring that tutees are

receiving correct feedback. They must be willing to use the egtire

period fo4 tutoring and forgo didactic interaction with the class. 1'4

Finally, teachers must be'able to use commercial' prbgrammed read-

ing end. math materials. Two sets of such materials make up the bulk

of the materials used in HIT. Teachers must be able to make drill

materials that lend themselves to the tutoring process.

(t
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HIT Aides

Aides in the HIT center have or are developing skills similar to
those listed for teachers, but they are not certificated. They must

be able to ensure that students are working correctly on the materials
the teacher has assigned to them. The aide constantly circulates
through the center during sessions, making sure that the tutee-tutor
pairs are using proper materials and that the tutor is provid;pg ade-
quate feedback. Aides also check to see that the students are record-
ing the correct number of points earned. Aides, wish teachers, complete
the detailed records kdpt on student progress each day.

Since y have a similar role to that' of the tfr

, aides should be chosen who won't resent
lass pay for a similar job.

-
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In both reading and math HIT centers, students use drill and
programmed materials along with placement tests and standardized tests.
Drill materials ye designed.to teach basic sight vocabulary in reading
and'basic facts in math. Comprehension and problem-solving skills are

taught using programmed and supplementary materials.

The materials can be used simultaneously by tutors and tutees.
Tutors reinforce their basic skills by checking each answer it is

made.

The project director orders a sufficient supply Qf HIT materials at

all levels in a series so that .students may begin the program directly

after the placement test. Tutees enter answers on acetate sheets so'

that materials are reusable. Publishers have encouraged delaying order-

ing.until after students take a placedent test, but this delays begin-
ning instrUttion for several weeks. Since many students will be using

the same set of materials during different perjods, it is wise to order

, about' 20 complete sets. .5

4

Finally, HIT provides some supplementav books as a reference
library for tutors and tutees to use at the end of the school year if

they finish all the.programmed.readers. HIT Centers are also supplied

With a few games to be used occasionally.

.14
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Each HIT project school must have a large classroom available for
each HIT center. The classrooms should be located in a convenient place
for students. The rooms should be comfortablei and accousticelly ade-
quote to absorb some ofthe noise of fast-paceq tutoring. If two class-
rooms are not available, administrators might consider installing only
a reading (or meth) HIT center, or installing temporary buildings to
house the project. Care should be taken notto take space for a HIT
center at the expense'of some other important area in the school, such
as the gym, teachers' lounge, or a heeded classroom. Students should
not be asked to go for special help' to a confining, windowless, or tiny
room.

No special furniture is/ required, for the project. The rooms

should be equipped with 10 to 12 pairs of 'student desks, o it for

each tutor to use with hfe or her tutee. The project dir
to order special tutoring desks or tables if regular des
available.

In addition, the HIT center classrooms should contain locked

cabinet for storing candy rewards, file cabinets for student records,
a teacher's desk, and two or three tables land a storage shelf for
instructional materials;

fir
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HIT GETTING STARTED

If your district elects to implement HIT, and your application for
the PIP is approved, the project director will have many planning tasks
to complete before training and instruction begin in the fall. The di-

rector's r e is extremely important. The same pefson should carry out
initial to s and subsequent troubleshooting. He or she should start
quarter-t in May to carry out the required start-up tasks within the
time frame shown on the chart facing this page.-

The project director:

2. orients personnel of tentatively identified schoOIs and other
relevant administrators.

4. surveys furniture and materials.

6. hires external evaluator -or designs project evaluation.

It. completes aide interviews and selects aides.

10. plans start-up training workshop fo staff.
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ADOPTION CRITERIA

INTENTION

Select High Intensity Tutoring only.if your schoQi".district can
meet the following project requirements:_

INSTRUCTION

Carefully structured and fast-paced.

Done by tutors and managed by teachers and aides.

Candy and other rewards for correct answers.

MANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATION c

Minimal outside direction, with teachers running project.

Requires principsl's help.

Requires good public relations within and outside school.

ORGANIZATION

Serves u4' to 70 tutees per center.

Tutees-in oixth and -seventh-grade-41d tutors in seventh-and
ej.ghth.

Each center has one teacher and two aides.

Two to four centers per district.

18



HIT

\ADOPTION CRITERIA

CAPABILITY

Select *110 Intensity Tutoring only if '

The.following resources are available:

PERSONNEL

District-level administrators work 25 percent initially, then

10 percent.

Two expert and wel;-respected teachers from each project school.

'Four aides, monitor tutoring and assist with record keeping.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Word lists and programmed materials for reading.

Flash cards and other drill materials, and programmed workbooks

for math.

FACILITIES'

Tan-twelve pairs of student desks.

urge classroom- with-stsndarefornituTe7----

You can meet the schedule for getting started:

Project director starts in May.

Teachers selected in May.

Materials ordered in line.

Aides hired in August.

In-service training in August - September.

19
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tens Reading
Instrudional Teams

IRIT is project for thiid, and some fourth, graders who are
having difficulty in reeding. Studentcre-elre-their regular classrooms
to participate.

Students

Staff

Students are nominated for IRIT by their regular
classroom teachers and principals on the basis
of te* scores and teacher judgment. Final
selection is made by IRIT teachers.

IRIT staff consists of a half-time project direc-
tor and half-time secretary, threerteachars per
team, and a team secretary. One member of the
team is designated leader.

Student/Staff Ratio Each team member teaches 15 students per period.
One team can serve 135 students per year.

Facilities

InstrUctio

Training

Scheduling

Three separate classrooms and an office are re-
quired for each team. Office space in the
district affice building is required for the
project director and secretary.

IRIT uses an eclectic, individualized approach
in its three reading areas--decoding, vocabulary
and comprehension,* and individualized reading.

IRIT teachers choose among a wide varkety of
methods and materials in designing instruction
for each student,

Team members receive two weeks' training before
instruction begins, and semi-monthly in-service
sessions once the project is under way.

40 e

Students spend three hours each darning during
one of the three 10-week IRIT cycles. Three
groups of 15,students rotate from one teacher%
to the next at one -hour intervals, so that
every student spends one hour in each reading
erea. Teachers spend each afternoon developing
and coordinating lesson plans.

For sale by the Supenntendent of Documents, U S Government Printing Delco
Washington, DC 20402 Per A part set, sold in sets only

Stock Number 017-080-01518-8
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L.'tensive Reading Instructional Teams is one of six projects
selected as unusually successful for teaching reading end /or mathematics
to underachieving students in low-income areas. 1Project Information
Packages including detailed guidelines for installing and operating
these projects are available from the U.S. Office of Education to
qualifying school districts.
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In one corner of the gaily decorated classroom, two third graders
are engaged in an animated word game. In the center of the room, another

student leans earnestly across a low table, gesturing as she explains
her book to the teacher. A dozen others work quietly at tables or learning

machines

The word game breaks up. The two students check their folders for

their next assignments and go their separate ways.
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Intenakve Reading Instructional Teams
. . , .

(IRIT) S

4

Iftensive Reading Instructional Teams is a laboratory project for

third (some fourth) graders with difficalty'inreading. It features

s a carefully individualized, eclectic approach made possible'by low
atudent4eacher ratios and a wide variety, ot materials and equipment.
The unique filatures of IRIT are high.intensity and a team approach to

instruction. 4

Students selected for IttIT report to the project rooms for an
intensive,rthree -hour sessioA every morning, five daysa week for 10

weeks. the all-morning sessions immerse the students in reading and
language-learning, and alsd prove attractive to the regular classroom

teacher. Since partidipating classes each send about 10 students to
IRIT, the greatly reduced cldss size lets the regular teacherowork
closely with the remaining students for the 10 weeks tHat the IRIT

students are gone. Of coupe the new skill!: and attitudes acquired by
students in IRIT continue to simplify the teacher's job after the stu-

dents return.

An IRIT.team consists of three exceptionally skilled reading
teachers, each with a separateelassroom and each specializing id a
different area of reading. The /team hanyles 45 students in each. of

.three /f0 -week cycles, 135 students per year.

. Students Ore divided into three equal 'groups which move from
teacher to teacher at hourly intervals. This means that each teacher

oust proVide,individualized instruction for all 45 students avety

morning. Not only must the instruction be individualized for each
student, it must be carefully coordinated among the three.teacheray
This planning aid teamwork is mad. possible by another unique IRIT I

feature: tears devote the entire afternoon to preparation, coordina-
ton, and professional development.

/'
Project Origin

IRIT was developed by school personnel with*UEA"Title I and
state funds in Nartford,OConnecticut, a generally Tfosperous city
with large economically depressed areas. IRIT has been in operation

there since 1965, and has recently been tried out in selected loca-

tions throughout the United States.

1.

"
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IRIT/provides supplementary instruction for third-grade students

with prbblems in reading. Some fourth graders may be included at the

diicretion of the teams'and the regular teachers.

IRIT uses an eClectic, individualized approach emphasizing
persoRal attention, careful diagnosis, apd a wide variety of ledtning

methods and materials. The exact procedures followed with any single
student are left largely to the IRIT teachers, although the project
bireCtor monitors instruction and gives advice. Thus the teacher is

the key to IRIT instruction, and the quality of the. instruction rests

largely on the talents,of the teachers.

An IRIT team of three teachers works with 45 students at a time.
The 45 students attend IRIT daily for one 10-week cycle, spending three.
hours per morning in the IRIT classrooms. The 45 students are divided
into three heterogeneous groups of 15 students,each, and they keep

4 the same groups throughout the cycle, Each IRIT teacher has a separate
classroom and concentrates on a different area of reading. The three

gebugs of students rotate from one classroom to the next at hourly
intervals, so that every student covers all three reading areas each

day, and each teacher teaches 46 students.

98.
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The three Iftrt arms ace decoding, vocabulary and comprehension,

and individualized reading. The general approach to'learning is similar

in ell three areas. Classrooms ars warm, gaily decorated learning
centers filled with a wide variety pf comhercial and teacher-made mate-

rials, equipment, and games. The team conducts a thorough-program of

diagnostic testing et the beginning of the cycle, and teachers carefully
monitor oe retest students throughout the cycle, using materials appro-

priate to each reeding area. Daily, Individual records and lesson plans

are kept for eacb student, and students quickly accept responsibility

for f011owing their lesson plans with alimum of prompting. The

teachers move from student to student, oc sionally working with pairs

or small groups. The atmosphere is free and warm but, at the some time,

orderly and serious. Students with a history of failure become involved
and successful in the IRIT program, and the Improved self-image and work

habits show up quickly in the regulsr classroom.

The three reading areas differ 'in terms of goals and materials.
Decoding concentrates. on basic phonics skills which are lacking in

nearly all IRIT students. Much of the decoding instruction is really

drill, but games, learning machihes, and interesting materials make

it attractive to the students.
4

'These basic skills are useful only if practiced in context, and the

vocabulary and comprehension room focuses on integrating the-decoding

skills into practidal reeding skills. Students use, equipment, program-

med materials, and learninglgames to expand their vocabulary-and improve
their ability to get the meaning out of 'complete sentences and para-

graphs.

Freed from the need for skill - building drills, the individualized
reading teacher,focuses on building a desire to read. The room is

filled with,7;boolknd materials which are relevant and,appealing to the
students. Students selbct and read books that they like and discuss them

with the teacher. They_also take part in,activ,ities and games aimed at

general language development.

IRIT procedures fdq selecting Otudents play a key role in project

success. Team teachers meet with sehding teachers before each cycle to
discuss the children nominated for lel and the materials that .the send-

ing teachers would like IRII.to emphasize. Final selection of students

is made by the IRIT team on the basis of test scores and teacher recom-

mendations.
I

The IRIT approach has been tried_with children from first through
sixth grade, but it has proved most effective with thiid graders. The

instruction iponobably too intense for,most younger children. '4,

.

*
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The IRITUanagement style falls halfway between supervising the
teachers closely and giving them complete freedom. The project direc-
tor provides administrative support and instructional leadership. The

intensive, team approach provides the framework in which the teachers
can work effectively. But the IRIT instruction itself is largely under
the control of the IRIT teachers.

'
As instructional leader, the project director visits each team at

least weekly (more often during the first,year) offering suggestions and
advice. He or she also serves as a resource person, keeping abreast of,
the latest techniques and materiels and conducting regular in-service
training sessions. These inputs are important to project success, but
serve more to supplement the teachers' own ideas than to control their
classroom activities.

ui

As administrator, the IRIT project director is responsible for the
al planning, budgeting, troubleshooting, andipersonnel functions.

Be ause the teachers are so important to the success of the project,
hi ing the right teachers is one of the director's most important
to s. Once they are hired, the project director must ma'e sure that
they have the material resources, the preparation time, and the level
of morele that they need to teach effectively. .



The project director must arrange for good.cleseroom space and get
the firnde'to equip {he rooms well. Teachers play the major role in
selecting' materials, and each team controls its own yearly materials

budget. In addition, teachers are expected to create many special-

' purpose materials on their own.

There is no time in a normal teacher's day to individualize in- .

struction for 45 students, prepare materials, coordinate with the other ',.

team members, and participate in frequent in-service training sessions.
IRIT teachers are given all afternoon to accomplish these tasks, Kith
full pay but free from teaching responsibilities.

IRIT demands extra effort from the teachers so moralemust pe
high. The delicate balance between project direc supervision and

team independence is a critical management faefiiP"In intaining good
morale. In addition, regular project-wide in-service training meet-
ings and daily co peration within each -team provide IRIT teachers with
mueasl_support an help keep moraleikhigil.

' .

IRIT must o yate as a.cohestypproject, Teams may be housed
in regular school classrooms, but all team teachers are responsible

single IRIT project director in the district office rathei than
to the school principal. This spenal.atatus is required to ensure
selection of highly qualified teachers and to maintain close Commune-
cation within the project. -

One member of each team is designated as "team Madge by the
project director and serves as team spokesman, providing liaison with
the project director and the regular school stiff. The team leader

,may help with in-service training or take onrither special duties,
but does not supervise the other team members.

siAr

Within a?team the organization is democratic, with each teacher
responsible for his or he own reading area. Even though classrooms

--are separate, however, tilchers must work together closely in the
afternoons to coordinate instruction for all students.

1

The approval and close cooperation of the schools is critical to

project success. IRIT teachers view the project as a service to the
regular classroom teachers, and IRIT has'formal procedures for includ-
ing the classroom teacher in the selection of students and learning,ma-
terials. IRIT also serves as an active demonstrat4an center for 'local
teachers and outside educators, and Involves teachers and parents in a\
variety of actiJities, such as open' house and graduation ceremonies.

I.
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IRIT: ESTIMATING COSTS 4

(One Team,-134, Students)

ANNUAL COSTS

Number
Estimated Total.
Cost to Project

1114

Petsohnel

2
Project,_ Director

2
.5 I

Secretary to Project Director .5
Lead Teacher, 1.0

Team Teachers 2.0

Team Secretary 1.0

Facilities

Project-Director's Office 1

Team Office 1

Clasarooms 3

e.
Materials/Equipment

Other

Transportation offetudents (if required)

Total Estimated Anhual Cost

ADDITIONAL START-UP COSTS

:Per*onnel

Project Director (March-August, 50% time)
Lead Teacher (August, full-time)
Training Stipends for Teachers (two wedks)

1,500.0b

Materials/Equipment 6,000.00

Total Estimated Additional Start-Up Cost

t
r

1-
See page 9 of the Prbject Selection Guide,

2
If this salary would not be charged to project funds, enter zero.

3
Space may be wiltiable within the,district at no coat to project.

. .
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IRITORGANIZATION1

Administrative pera9hnel
/

Project director and secretary (half-time)

' Teams
Team leader,
Two team teachers

- Secretary

4 135 students (one to three

a.

schools) each year per team
7

( IRIT requires a half-time project difector (with half-time seCre-
tarial support) and one or more teams of three teachers. One member

torzach team is designated as-"team leader." Ideally, each team has

full -tune secretary.

Lt is advisable to begin the project, with only one or two teams,
since planning and implementing a, new project place a heavy load on
the project director duringhe firat year. .As project operation be-
comes more routine, the director will be able to devote time to the
additional-training and coordination required by a larger'number of

teems. In the origNat;pg district, a half-time director manages four

teams.

Each team teaches 45 students in each of three 10-week tycles,

so.thet in a year one team can serve a total of.1354udents. Exper-

ience has shown that 15 students/at a time is about the maximum that
one IRIT teacher Can handle. Teachers would like even smaller groups,

Nt'project costs would rise accordingly.

Io most cave, each IRIT team serves more than one school per

year. The team may be housed in one of the schools it serves or in
a separate builpirig. 'However, housing a ,team in a separate building
increases traogportation problems and costs and isolates the MIT
teachers from the sending school staff.

Typically, a
or two cycles and
remaining. cycles.

'to a single cycie,
number of sendingSP

team perves students from its home school for one
transports ptudents from other schools for the"
Where necessary, two schools may send students
but the logistics become more complicated as the
schools per cycle is increased.

103-
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The IRIT stiff is composed of a half-time project director and

three teachers per team, one of whom is designated team leader. The

project direCtor is assisted by a half-time secretary, and a full-
time secretary is requirlidfor each team r' .

pro-
ject

succeed of IRIT depends heavily' on the caliber of the pro-

ject personnel. The prgject director must be a dynamic but sensitive
administrator, and an eRISert inteacRing reading. Teachers must be
expert reading teachers and must be able to work well in a teats.

IRIT Project Director

IRIT demands,a highly skilled and dynamic project director who
an able administrator 60 who isrespected in the district as an

expert in teaching reading.

The project director's first task is tp gain the cooperation of
school principals and teachers in.arranging for space, adapting ache-
dules,'setting up lines of authority and communication, and making
initial arrIngementsifor student selection. ,These negotiations Must,
be handled with authority and diplomacy if the project is to achieve
t -necessary support in the district.

->

The project director must also hire the highly skilled teachers
required for the project and must command %their professional respect.
He or she must have the self-assurance required to give teachers a
great deal of independence, and the tact required to provide the sup-

. -port and supervisitin necessary for effective instruction.

Maintaining close communication and good-relations with non-
project personnel is a continuing administrative responsibility. The

project'director serves as a mediator between project demands and the
needs'of the home and sending school staffs and as a clearinghouse
for information on IRIT techniques and materials.

Most parent contact is coordinated by the teams, but the project
director supervises parent involvemene and handles any difficulties
that arise between parents and project teachers.

Other administrative tasks include'reviol of teacher performance,"-
review of materials orderi, control of the project budget, and-project
evaluation.

Instructional skills include train g and consulting. During

the two-week start-up training workshop, he project direttor trains

the teachers'in IRIT philosophy dnd proce es and helps them learn to

use the'materials tlet he or she has ordered. Through weekly visits
and semi-monthly in-service sessions, the project director serves as a
resource for new ideas and makes suggestions on stratpgies and mete-
'Hale to team members.

11)5
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IRIT Team Leaders

The positibn of teeM leader is more of an administrative con-
venience than a delegation of formal authority, since all of the IRIT
teachers are highly qualified and able to operate independently. How-

ever, team leaders have qualifications in additionyto those required
of the othpr two teem members. They Should be certif*ed reading spe-
cialists or consultants who are capable of coordinating team activitiejs,
and providing professional leadership. They shotld also have the
interpersonal skill and diplomacy required to serve, as a communipmtor
between the teams and nonproject personnel. The team is not techni-
cally under the authority of the home school, and it is essential for 't

the team leader to comiincate frequently with the principalf good
relations are"to be maintained.

Ap additiondl teams are added, the team leaders' role becomes
increasingly important, especially in organizing-communication be-
tween,the projAt director and team members.

41'
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IRIT Teachers

Exceptionally skilled and dedicated teachers are needed to ful-

fill the unueualOweends made by IRIT. Each teacher is expected to
individualize instruction for 45 students each day and coordinate
this instruction with the other team members and sending teachers.
TISie means,that teachers must have sufficient expertise and profes-

' atonal independence to diagnose needs and apply current instructional
approachea to their own special reading area with little supervislah.'

The highly individualized nature of -TAIT requires teachers that
are original and creativein developing Specialized reading materials.
Each team member must also be a conscientious record keeper and lesson
planner. individual lesson plans and progress records for all 45 Btu-.
dents must be constantly kept up to date and be available for inspec-

tion by visitors..

IRIT teachers have a warm persorlity and are able to develop a
close personal relationship with the project children. Since many of

the students will have a background of failure, the reacher needs to
be able to improve self-concepts by providing a supportive atmosphere
and by'reinforcing student success. The ethnic and racial mixture of
the tyRical project student population requires' teachers who respect

ell tuttures.

.To find such teachers, the originating project director requires'
that candidates have at least two years' experienoe in the district
and are respected as exceelent teachers of reading. Their class
rooms must demonstrate their talent for creating originalleaching
materials, and they must welcome the IRIT role as a demonetration
teacher.

IRIT Team Secretary

Each team requir secretarial' help for the productiqn of

teacher-mode materials a the extensive record keeping. A fall-

time, secretary for each to with experience in these_areas is

highly desirable.

1
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Each of the three IRIT classrooms is provided with's wide variety
of highl1 motivational materials andftaquipment. A core of commercial
materials described in the PIP is common to all teems*, but each teacher

, Is expected continually to develop original materials terlored to the
needs of individual students. Filmstrips, records, games, typewriters,
workbooks, basal readers, reading kits, and a variety of books for in-
dividual reading are used in the project., Decoding and Vocabulary/
Comprehgpsion materials and criterion-referenced tests also facilitate

instruction.

About $7,500 provides the recommended core equipment and materials

for one team. The eeount varies depending upon the quantity of recom-
mended materials already present in the district. The project director
orde;s the core materials in the spring so that they will be available.

for training in'August. 4:

Once the project is under way, each teem has its own materials
budget end depides how funds are to be spent. The project director's
role then becomes one of making suggestions and recommendations and
approving orders submitted by the temis.

'In`j* 108
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Allpittato i. attractively decorated- ,classrooms far -we *I-I
. .

IPINginted bibles- end
.

i

tam and Wm secretary lecatd-aat,
.,-...

ferniated office 'spare in Ihe district offii-W
Oct *rector and secretary. ,. -;

ware, brightly decorated/learning centers are essential
to project . They offer an ttractive contrast' to regular

classrooms and help generate the s nse of enthusiasm and vitality that
' characterizes the IRLA.teachers and students. ,

The project director arianges for the three separate, preferably
adjacent classrooms required fbr each team. The rooms are used full-
time by IRIT. Classrooms are most appropriately,located in a home
school.

Teach s are responsible f arranging and decorating_ their in-
dividual Cassrooms. 'In fact, th we selected partially on the
basis. of the imagination and skill 1th which they decorated their
regula'r classrooms. The rooms pre rnished with tables an4chairs
that can be brightly painted or mode ed,

An office for the team and the tea secretary should be located
fairly close to the classrooms. Furnished and equipped office space for
the project director and secretary is 'in the district office building.
This Iodation reinforces the director: position as administrator.



IRIT GETTING VARIED .

If your district elects, to implement IRIT, and your application
for. the PIP 'is approved, the prdject director C11 have many plannihg
tasks to complete be ?ore training and instruction begin in the fall.

The direotor's role is extremely important. The same person should

carry but initial tasks and subsequent troubleshooting. He or she

should start in March on a half-time basis to carry out the required
start-up tasks within the time frihe shown on the chart facing this

pap.

` The project director:

. r

-e-

2. orients personnel of tentatively identified home and sending
schools and other relevantadministrators in tha district.

4. recruits and interviews prospective staff.

6. orders,necessary furniture,core materials, and eq0ipment.

8. hires.external claim:tor or designs project eyaluetion.

10. makes arrangements forSeptembhr student selection meeting.

12. plans start-up £raining workshop and arrangesfpr consultants.
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IRIT

ADOPTION CRITERIA

INTENTION

Select IRIT only if your school district can meet .the Tollorinq

project requirements:

INSTRUCTION

Teedher selects activities within sullOct area.

Students move froi activity to ectivity guided by, folder.

. Student- teacher ratiti15 to one..
\, .

NANAGENENT/CONANUICATION

Instructional and administrative leadership from project

director.

'Teachers have afternoons fbr.preparation.

Demonstration center emphasis.

ORGANIZATION

'Administrative personael°
Project director and secretary (half-time)

Teem

Team leader

Two team teachers
Secretary

135 students (one to three schools) each year per team.

1
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IRIT

ADOPTION CRITERIA

CA!ABILITY

Select IRIT only if

The following resources ire available:

PERSONN EL

Project director is a capable administrator and expert reading
teacher.

Project director can provide instructional leadership to the
project.

Team leaders are-certified reading specialists or consultants
within the district.
Team leaders coordinate team activities;

IRIT teachers are well respected in the district as exceptionally'.
skilled teachers of reading.

_ IRIT teachers are original and creative in developing
specialized reading materials.

mo Team secretary hell:A with record keeping and producing
, materials.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

A wide variety of commercial and teacher-made materials.
. A materials budget 4nder the control of each team.

p Core materials available in August.

FACILITIES de

Thrce separate, attractively decorated classrooms for each
team.

41 An office for the team and team secretary located nearjbe
classrooms.

4

You can meet the schedule for getting started:

Projict d4rpctor starts in March.
First-year schools confirmed in April.
Core materials/equipment ordered in Orli':
Teachers hired in May.
Two-week start-up training workshop in August.
C

tt U 3 °ovens/me rewnwoo coma 1976 0- tit -301
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PTR is en individualized tutoring project for first graders having

difficulty learning to read. Students leave their regular classrooms to

participate.

Students All entering first graders are tested in begin-
ning reading skills. Students in the lower

quartile are selected for tutoring.

Staff PTR staff are a project director, tutorial
supervisers, tutors, and a secretary. The

director and'secretary wgrk part-time. The

. supervisors are experienced, credentialed
teachers, Tutors may be adult paraprofes-
sionals or high school work-study students.

.

Student/Staff Ratio Tutors work individually with each stuOent for

15 minutes daily. A tutor sank instruct seven

childreM every two hours..

Facilities

Instruction

Training

Scheduling

. .

Each tutoring station consists of side-by;side
seat lemg for the tutor and student in a quiet

place. Tutorial supervisors need a space to work
at each project school. The director and secre-

tary need equipped office space,

Tutoring is controlled throug the use of pro-
grammed kits purchased directly from one of six
publishers. The instruction consists of guided
drill and practice work in the basal eader that

matches the tutoring kit.

Tutors receive two and a Ralf days of training
prior to beginning instruction.

Each project school principal schedules student$
"for tutoring in consultation with clasiroom
teachers. Generally) students stay in PTR for

the entire first grade.

4

Tor sal. by the Superintendent of Documents, U & Government Printing Office
tliashington, D.0 20402. Per &part set, sold in sets only.

Stock Number 017-000-01601-8
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.1

-Programed Tutorial Reading is one of eix projects selebted as un-
usually successful for teaching reeding and/or mathematics to under -
achieviag students in,1ow -income areas. Project Information Packages
including detailed guidelines for installing and operating these pro-
jects are available from the U.S. Office of Education to qualifying'
school districts.
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1 One of the high school-PM tutors was working with a first, grader.
The child was doing fairly well, but every time the tutor told him.

so, tik would stop and spy, "I'll be damned." Then he'd continue reading.
The tutor would make another Positive statement and tfir,ohild would
again say "1.'11 be damned."' The tutor later found out in talking with
the principal and tire-teacher that the child came from a home where

he was never, nevei4Profeed. The tutoring relationship was one ofi

lthe very few in which he ever received any prpise.

a*,r.
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Programed Tutorial Reading is a highly structured tutoring project

fqr first graders. It supplements' regular classroom reading instruction
and is conducted by either paraprofessionals or high, school tutors, not
teachers. , Jhe project uses tutoring kits des.wgned to matchAtix of the
mitt commonly used basal reading series in the country. These kits pre-

sent tightly designed tutoring programs that carefulh control the
instructional patterne used by the tutor.

The 15-minute tutoring sessions for.participating first graders
in Programed Tutorial Reading are highly structured. During their ses-
sions, children read from their regulai classroom basal readers while
the tutor follows exactly one of 11 tutoring programs presented InLthe
tutoring kits matched to the readers. The programs in the'kit specify

in detail what to teach and how to teach. They are designed so that all.

decisions made by a tutor about a cRild's.reading afe limited to judging
the correctness or appropriatenesi oranswers. The tutoring programs
are unlike conventional programmed'Instruction in that they are designed
for the butor. The programs Abploy a tutoring technique based on a
series of test-teach-test steps that tell the tutors exactly what to do
when a child responds to a reading item. .

Project Origin
--

. . . .

Programed 'Tutorial Reading for first graderd was developed at
ndiana University in 1965 with the support of ESE itle I fund). It

was first used in Erbe-liidianapolis public school s anrhas since
been adopted by many other school systems across t ountry. The PTR

project descriptiona in this booklet and.the PIP are based on the suc-

,44 cessful Farmington, Utah, PTR project.

a

Programed Tutorial Reading

( (PTR)

4,
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Instruction in Programed Tutorial Reading is, controlled by the 11
different tutoring programs (called Item Programs) designed for the
tutors. These tutoring programs were developed to supplement reading
skills such as comprehension, oral reading, word analysis, and sentence
completion. The tutoring programs are systematically structured. As

the child resds each item, the program tells the tutor verbatim what to
say. The Oral Reading Item program, for example, tells the tutor to aak
the child to read a sentence 51.e., to aay."Can you read this'?"). If

the child has difficulty reading a word in the sentence, the tutor as
instructed to say "Co on." After the student has finished 'the sentence,
tutors follow the tutoring program's next steps exactly as they are
presented to,teach the missed words.

The tutoring process employs frequent and immediate feedbaCk as
well as individualized pacing. Clues, not answers, are given to the
child. Positive reinforcement is given appropriate to the 'student's
response to etch item. As the child works through each tpsk, the tutor
records the incorrect responses on a record chart, but the child is
never told an answer is wrong. The child first attempts all the items
within a leason. The tutor teaches the child the missed items, follow-
ing verbatim the instructions given in the Item programs, and then testa
for mastery. The tutor uses these teat-teach-test steps throughout the
tutoring session.

A
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) Programed Tdtorial Reading, designed to serve children in first
w.

grade, has Oroved,to be effective with children in the bottom quartile
ft national test score distributioh in reading. Children are tested

early in the fall by their classroom teachers. They are.then selected

to participate in KR' on ,the basis of their standardized teat scores.
Teachers are asked for their opinions abdut which children woyld most
benefit from supplemental reading'Cuto.ring to validate the selection

procedure. -

Scheduling the PTR students for tutoring is a joint effort by the
teachers, the'schoOl principal, and the tutorial supervisor, who closely

moni &ors the tutoring procets. Each child is scheduled foi 15 'mindtes
withithe same tutor each day for the entire school year. tutors work

-either /midi) the classrooms in a quiet copner or in nearby classrooms,

set up exolusively for tutoring. They take thestudents to their-tutor-
ing'stations and work for 15 minutes, escorting them beck to their
classrgbms at the end of the sessions.

Instruction in PTR is methodical and repetitive, yet it is con-
ducted in an atmosphere of supportive warmth and interest between the

tutor and student. It is essential.,, therefore, that tutors be both com-,

mated to and capable of following t prescribed format and genuinely

interested in the children they teach.

g
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Prior to the start of school, management tasks include project
planning, staff recruitment and selection, andmaterials and facilities
procurement. The project director assumes full and active responsibil-
ity for these tasks. After the project has operated in the schools for
about S month, however, the dir6ctor's involvement requires only about
15 percent,t1me. Deify management of, tutoring is assigned to the full-
time tutorial supervisors who report directly to the director.

The major management tasks for the PTR project directorlere the
establishment and maintenance of effective channels of communication

_among district personnel associated with the prOjecC and parents of'par-
ticipating-children. The elementary school principals are theyonduit

. through whom project communications and coordination with teachers
and parents are channeled. They are responsible for the overall" admin-
istration Of the project in their own schools. Since tutoring involves

.'releasing children from the regular classrooms each day, the project
dijector must take special care to orient elementary school principals

IlYaRcf teachers effectively and enlist their goodwill for PTR. Effective
communication with the principals lays the foundation for the working
relationship that will follow among teachers, tutors, and tutorial
supervisors. If high school students are used as tutors, the project
director must also work with high school principals and counselors to
select and schedule tutors.

122
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The daily management of the tutoring is the responsibility of the

tutorial supervisor once the project is well under :ay. The supervisors
monitor the tutors closely to maintain the quality of tutoring, ispe-
cially making certain that tutors follow the tutoring programs exactly.
Tutors should come to regard their supervisors as supportive resource
persons on whoelthey can rely for guidance in tutoring techniques and
for solving general problems that may arise., The supervisors also
assure that student_ progress reports are given to teachers each week
and work closely with principals to maintain teacher support for PTR.
In general, problems are channeled to,tad principals by the tutorial
supervisors through the proliect director, although in some instances
supervisors may go to the principals directly.

The communicatfon, coordination, and support necessary to insure
project iUccesaanAthe schools are most effectively established, by fol-
lowing a definia seqtance,in project planning and orientation and Itaff
selection. To assure the principals' support and cooperation in inte-
grating_the project into theft schools, the director orients principals
as soon as the project is awarded to thegidistrict. The director makes
certain that the principals understand the purposes of the'project
clearly so they can in turn communicate td the regular teachers and'
school parents how the project will reinforce classrdom reading, not
supplant it. The director also redruits and selects the tutorial super-
visors early*so they can assist in recruiting tutors add in winning
teacher support for the program. The principals also are brought into
the tutor selection prodess and have final say over who will be hired.
This sequence of orientation, staffing,.and involvement clarifies the,
lines of supervision for all staff members from their first contact with
the project.

V
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R: ES/MATING CCISTS

(300 Students)

ANNUAL COSTS

Personnel
2

Project Director
Secretary to ProjectDirector
Tutorial Supervisors

(dhe for each 40 tutors)
Tutors: some combination of

Adult Paraprofessional
(one for each 15 students)

and/or
High School Studente
(one for each 7 students)

Facilities
3

Project Director's Office
Tutoring space

Materials/equipment

Total Eptimated Annual Cost

ADDITIONAL START-UP COSTS

2

Estimated Total

Number Coat to Project

-.15

.15

Y

-r-
ar

Personnel
Project,Director(June-August, 35% time)
Tutorial Supervisors (Augpst,'50% time)

Nateripls/Egutpment

total Estimated Additional Start-up Cost

.*

-

250.00

'11,250.00

44

1
See page 9 of the Project Selection Guide.

.41

2
If this salary would not b:oharged to project funds, enter zero.

3
Space may be available within the district at no costk,t.o project.

124
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PTR ORGANIZATION

Administrative personnel
Project director and secretary (both 15 percent ime)

Tutorial supervisor's (one for each 40 tutors)

. Instructional staff

Tutors

'Seven students every tmT hours for each tutor

PTR requires a 15 percent time-project director and secretary and
one tutorial supervisor for each 20 td-30 tutors. The number of tutors,

depends on the number of students participating. A tutor can instruct

seven children every two hours. Tutors may be either aJult paraprofes-

sionals or high school work-study students. Adult tutors usually work

full-tble; high' school tutors usually work two hours a day.

PTR is administered in the project schools by the princip s. The

tutorial supervisors are responsible only for the instructrons, activi-

ties of the tutors. The principals govern all other aspects of the

tutors' time ln the echools.t Principals must therefore be thoroughly
acquainted with PTR and strongly,sopportive. This arrangementaAso re-
quires that the supervisors, and principals keep in'close contact with

each other.

Vcally, each tutorial suorvisor"monitors tutors in several
schools, the actual number dependipq on the number of tutors in each

building. When a supervisor has responsibility spread over a large num-
bar of schools, consideration should'be given to the'amount of time
necessary for inter-school travel in deciding how many tutors the super -

v \sor should monitor.

125
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The stay neede0 for Programed Tutorial Reeding e a project
director, tutorial supervisor;-and tutors. A district 1 eecretery

is mimed si needed by the director, generally for no ore than 15

percent ime.

The director recruits and hires the tutorial supervis end tutors.

As the title suggests, the supervisor monitors the tutors acts as
project-school liaison agent. Tutors., trained by the directo and

supervisor, instruct the students and report their progress to their

teachers.

PTR Project Director '

The project director is' most active in PTR prior to the start Of

school and the actual tutoring. Once the project is successfully
leunched,.daily management of tutoring is ,delegated 'tot the tutorial

supervipor.

The direetorot skilled and experienced administrator, must be a
self - starter capable of setting and attaining work goals on hie or her
own initiative. Prior to-project operation, the director is 'responsible
(or arranging with principals for tutoring facilities, ordering materi-
als, orienting principals and other administrators, planning for parent
orientation and participation, and training. Human relations skills
and training abilities are indispensable assets for the PTR project di-,

rector.

-- After initial project start-up, the director becomes primarily'
an on-call consultant and provides liaison for the project's.daily
operation.--The director is kept in touch with project progress through
biweekly m tinge with the tutorial supervisor and the director must
always beC essible in case problems arist

127
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PTR,Juto ial Supervisor
- 4

The tutorial supervisor show d be an experienced, certified
professional respected in the disrict for both technical competence
and sensitive leadership in sthool activities. He or she Otost be re-

sponsive and open in dealing with other people while remaining firmly
committed to maintaining high standards for project operation. As the
liaison person between the school and the project, the supervisor must
be able to establish rapport with school principals, classroom teachers,
and tutors. __

During thesummer prior to project operation the tutorial Super-
visor plays a major role in preparing for fall implementation.

After instruction iion begins, the supervisor's main responsibility s

monitoring the tut ring activities of as many as 40 tutors, making sure

be e

each tutor follops the tutoring programs exactly. The must
e alert to difficulties tutors may be hiVing and able to p

end
con-

duct in-service training sessions to deal with them. Finally, the
supervisof guides the operatiob of the project within the regular school
environment by working closely with each school principal.

. . .f

A
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PTR Tutors

The PTR tutor may be either an adult peraprofessional or a high'
school work-study student. The basic requirements are that the tutor be

and respectful toward childien who may not initially respond well
coafprtable in close relationships with young children, nonjud al,

the attention pr the process involved in tutoring. Tutors must have an
attitude of real concern about the students they instruct, yet not be
over - solicitous. The tutor plays an important modeli4 role for the
students and so is selected for his or her conscientious industriousness
as well se warmth and concern.

The tutor must be able and committed to learn and follow the PTR
tutoring procedures without deviation. The tutor is also responsible
for preparing weekly student progress reports and presenting them to
the classroom teachers. Therefore, he or she must be able to establish
rapport with teachers without being intrusive or abrasive.

s.
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The basic materials needed for PTR are guideboOks end record forma
supplied in kite by the publishers of the basal reading texts used in
the regular classroom reading program. The tutoring kits may be pus-
chased through the local publisher's representative. One kit is needed
for each tutor. Wits are available for use with the following publish-
ers' basal reading series: Scott-Foresman; Houghton Mifflin; Harper &
Row; Ginn & Comp ny; Holt:, Rinehart, & Winston; and MacKillan. Materi-

als Should be or red early in the summer prior to project implementa-
tion. - A

Other materials needed are pretests and posttests for selection of
project students and evaluation. Six to eight weeks shouldibe allowed

for procuring tests for a September project start.. If the testing is
to be done by an external evaluator, he or she shomad be contacted
before tests are purchased.

An Alphabet Skills booklet which is contained in the PTR PIP is
the only remaining item usati in the project. This booklet provides
introductory material for children with no previous kindergarten read-
ing experience, or who lack reading readiness skills.

CAUTION: New basal readers must be ordered if a school does
not use pny of the basal readers for which tutoring 4
kits are available.
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4
Programed Tutorial Reading's facilities needs are minimal. Alk

vacant classroom and a quiet, isolated classroom r are acceptable
tutoring places, thouglikplacing all tutors together in n unoccupied
classroom with adequatlipartitioned space is more favor le. The chief
requirement is that the space permit the tutor and child to sit side by
side and provide quiet for uninterrupted focus on the C oring instruc-
tion. The tutoring Jocation should not be so far from he regular`
classroom that a great deal of time is spent going to and from theYtu-
toring sessions. Elementary school principals arc responsible for
,,providing space and furniture. 61

( No special furnitult is required for the project. Pairs of student
desks or tables and chairs shourdsbe provided so that the tutor and
tutee can sit side by side.

Furnished and equipped office space is required for the project
director and secretary. In addition, a meeting room for training
sessions must be available from time to time.

1
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PTR GETTING STARTED

If your district elects to implement PTR, and your application for

the PIP is approved, the project director will have many planning tasks

-to complete before training and instruction begin in the fall. The di-

rector's role is extremely important. The same person should carry out

initial tasks and subsequent troubleshooting. He or she should start

in June on a third-time bagis to carry oyt the required start-up tasks

within the time frame shown in the chart facing this me.

1. begins work, secures office space, And fnmiliariiee self with

PTR.

3. hires external evaluator or designs project evaluation.,

5. orders tutoring kits.

7. trains tutorial supervisors.

9. orients classroom teachers.

11. oversees selection pretest ng.

1
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SUMMER FALL
June July August September

Task 1 XXX

Tusk 3 XXXX

Tusk-5

Ti* 7

Teak 9

Task 11

I

XX

N
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PTR

ADOPTION CRITERIA

INTENTION

Select Programed Tutorial Reeding only if your school district can
meet the following_project requirements:

''INSTRUCTION

Supplements regular classroom reading.

Programs are followed verbatim by tutqrs.

Occurs daily for 15 minutes.

NANAGENENT/CONNUNICATION

Director enlists support of principals andtiteachers.

Daily management of tutoring delegated to supervisors.

Teachers' jUdgment,in student selection critical.

ORGANIZATION

15 percent time director and secretary.

,Tutorial supervisor for every 40 full -time tutors.

One tutor instructs seven children each two hours...ilk.-

^.
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ADOPTION CRITERIA

biPABILLTY

Select Programed Tutorial Reading only if

The following resources are available:

PERSONNE,L

Project director is an effective administrator and trainer.

Tutorial supervisor is a certiOsed teacher, respected in the,
district..

Tutors are conscientiouS-Paraprofessionals or high school
students.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

One tutoring kit for each full-time tutor and tutorial super-
. visor.

FACILITIES

Quiet secluded tutoring space.

Side-by-Ade seating of tutor, and student.

. -

You can meet the schedule for getting started:

Project director working by mid-June.

Evaluation arrangements Jade by end of June.

Materials inventoried and ordered by mid-July.

Tutorial supervisors hired and trained by end of

Tutoring sped procured by Mid-,August.

Tutors hired and trained by mid-Septembel.

Students selected bymid-September.
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R-3 is a aptivational project for ell students in the seventh grade

-(designed its uptgade essential reeding and math skills by emphasizing

aOdent Rebdiness, subject Relevance, and learning Reinforcement,

Students

Staff

ti

All studentslin en incoming seventh grade class

- participate in R-3 for three years, through ninth

7 .grade.

R-3 staffconsists of a project director, e
secrbitiw, a curriculum resource teacher, three

conte rea teachers, and aides for each class-

room. Regular school teachers participate during
the year the project is operating at)their normal
grade level.

Student/Staff Ratio Edbh classroom staffed by one teacher and one
aide has up to 22 studeki;p

Facilities

I
Instruction

-Training

Scheduling

a
For sale by the Superintendent of Document 4 U.S. Government Printing Nike

Classrooms for each teacher are required as well

es en office for the project director apaisecre-
tary and a curriculum resource center/office for
the curriculum resource teacher. R-3 classrooms

are carpeted (tereduce noise), furnished with
' easily movable tables and chairs, and decorated

colorfully.

Students attend three*-3 classes daily for
reeding, meth, and social studies. R-3 Utilizes
41ndavidualized instruction, 'learning contracts,
games, and simulations, in addition to more
traditional methods. Once di twice a year R-3
students go on en overnight field trip which fo-
cuses on some current curriculum content.

- Staff members attend a trio leek workshop prior to

project operation. Deily planning 'pessiona and
AgesOly staff meetings are also frequently used

qfpror in-service training.

students attend their R-3 classes as part of\
their, normal school schedules, which include
elective courses and other required courses such

es physical education. For special events or

field trips aper teachers ere asked to release
R-3 students and ere often invited to attend.

themielves.

Washington, D.0 20402. Per 8-part set; sold in sets only
Stock Number 017 - 000- 01518 -$
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Project R-3 is one of six projects selected as unusually successful
for teaching reading and/or mathematics to underachieving students in
low-income areas. Project Information ppckages including detailed
guidelines forinstalling and operating these projects are available
from the,U.S. Office of Education lo qualifying school didtricts.
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Timothy, i-Seventh grader, was really excited when asked his opinion
about Project R-3 by a student reporter for the weekly school paper.

V
REPORTER. What's differen4 about Project

R-3?

TIMOTHY: Everyth440 First of all we
have carpeting and tables. And
we get to play a lot of games
and work on contracts. I Chose
my,best friend to witness the
signing of my contract. We

have an aide who is always

around to help. Beat of all,

we get to go on an overnight

trip! I'm sure looking for-
ward to that.

REPORTER: Is there 'anything you do not

like about R-3?

TIMOTHY: Well, the teachers .and, aides
visit our parents at hone.
They're not used to this ides.

It wasn't too bad though, be-

g cause they talked my pirents

into letting me go on the

overnight trip.

139i
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Project R-3

'Project R73 is a motivational program designed 'to upgrade essential
reading end meth skills of junior high school students. It emphasizes
student Readiness, subject Relevance, and learning Reinforcement in a

laboratory environment. The entire incoming class of seventh graders is

involved in the project.,for three years, through ninth grade. A teach-
ing team of three content area teachers (reading, math, and social
studies)--the "cadre staff" stays with the project Students for the

duration of the project. Regular reading, math, and social studies

teachers join the project staff during the year the project is operat-

ing it their normal grade level.
1

The R-3 curriculum integrates reading, math, and social studies in
such a way that skills learned in one class are practiced and reinforced

0 in another. One basic premise of R-3 is that students learn only when

they are motivated. The staff is therefpre encouraged to teach eclecti-
cally, using instructional techniques such as contracts, games, and em-
ulations to motivate students and associate learning in school with
real-worlflpituations. Individual and swill group instruction is pro-
both by'continual use of diagnosis and prescription, insuring that
students approach assignments at levels compatible with their developed

abilities.
' 4 f

Once or twice during each school War, project students participate
in an overnight field trip -- celled "intensive involvement"--that focuses
on an extended classroom game or simulation with specific emblems to be

solved. These intensive involvement trips submerge the students in the
situations needing resolution and are often the culmination of weeks of

preparatory classwork. Nonproject staff end parents are also usually
invited on the trips,_a_practice which builds support for Project R-3
throughout the school and community.

The teacher-to-student ratio in R-3 classes is no more than one to
22, and a paraprofessional aide is assigned to each project classroom.
The lower teacher-student ratio and the three-year involvement of the
students enhance project cohesion and reinforce its other motivational
aspects.

Project Origin

Protect R-3 was begun in San Jose, California, in 1967. It has

-since been replicated in several other school, districts across the

country.
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Project R-3 involves an entire. incoming junior high class of

seventh graders im a three-year program in reading, math, and social
studies.

R-3 interweaves many innovative instructional approaches, such
as contracts, diagnostic/prescriptive teaching, games, and simulations,
among traditional teaching procedures in order to motivate students

toward higher achievement in basic skills. These techniques, individual
attention, and the close coordination between project teachers provide
students with a new perception of the relation between academic activi-
ties and the world outside the school walls.

3unior high reading, math, and social studies classrooms are color-
fully and attractively redesigned as learning labs for Project R-3.
Students attend one class each in reading, math, and social studies (in
addition to other school subjects) and are placed into /heterogeneous
groups of about 20 for the R-3 classes. During their three daily pro-
ject class periods, they may work alone, in small groups, or as a unit.
A paraprofessional aide helps each project teacher, allowing a large
amount of individual diagnosis and prescription for each student. During
their nonproject time each day, students participate in classes such as
-science and physical education to round out their schdol programs.

"I



Each R-3 teacher instructs four or five class periods a day of
reeding, meth, or social studies. A common preparation period is re-
served for joint planning with the pther'project teachers in, the same
content area. The curriculum resource teacher and, in the second and
third project years, the cadre staff often act as team leaders in this
group planning, supplementing the training teachers receive in working
as a team, an uncommon and new experience 'for teachers accustomed to
self-contained classroom teaching. In their weekly total staff meet-
ings, teachers carefully Integrate their subject areas and teaching
strategies so students will experience cohesion and relevance in their
learning activities. This coordihation among R-3 teachers allows skills
introduced in one sUbject area to be practiced and reinforced in others.
The curriculum resource teacher enhances'this coordinated approach by
informing esch_sObject area- team of what the others are planning. Read-
ing, math,- and sOcial studies are thus woven into-an interdisalplinary
.curriculum design that motivates and reinforces learning and connects
school to thee real world beyond the classroom. The intensive Involve-
ment field trip for two or three days away from the school is-_designed
both to be a culmination of previous project claeswork and to bring
students, teachers, and aides to closer workingielationships. 1

To bring about the unified nature of the R-3 content and method,
More than just cqoperative planning is needed. Stich instructional
techniques as studerj learning contracts, diagnostic-prescriptive
teaching, simulatiohe, and gaming are gradually introduced to R-3
teachers, who incorporate them into them instructional activities as
soon and is often is thet,feel comfortgble using them. Individual and
small groUp instruction is supplemented and reinforced by-these alter
nate.techniques and through the use of a-variety of comMercial and
project-made materials selected to accomodate the individual differ-
ences in ability and learning style among students. Finally, R-3
teachers and aides visit students' homes twice each year to encourage
parent involvement and reinforcement of learning.
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Project R-3 requires an open and democratic type of management
interwoven/with close communication among all persons associated with

the project. The management of Project R-3 is the responsibility of the
project director, although some management tasks are delegated to the-
curriculum resource teacher or shared with the building principal. The

project director provides overall leadership for R-3 by setting the tone
for the project, supervising and evaluating project staff, giving adnirrrt
istrative support, and carrying on p'roject relations with the rest of

the school and with the community. Upon appointment, the director es-
tablishes communication immediately with the school principal, who works
closely with the project director, malong sure_the-project interfaces
smoothly with the rest of the school and the community.

The most crucial task for the project ddreCtor'1;eiot to project
operation is to enlist the commitm t and support of the principal.
ince R-3 is carried on within the pkincipal's normal jurisdiction qnd

because the principal yields to th Tprojecl director esponsibility fa;

training, supervision, and inform evaluation of Art of the school's
regular staff, R-3's success is greatly influenced by the rapport the
director can establish with the principal. The practices of chatting

daily with the school principal Gout the plans of R-3, and.gettingy
principal approval of project cpmmtrnications to parents and students
and of material purchases, help the project director get the prfnciphl

involved supportively.
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Internal p jest management falls into two functional categories.
The project director monitors and supervises the instructional-activi-
ties of the project teachers, often garnering topics for in-service
training fr.& the weekly visits he or she makes to each prOject class-
room and from daily common preparation meetings. The director's other
management function (along with the curriculum resource teacher) is as
facilitator for project activities, such as the intensive involvement

,f4e1d trips and the home visits, which project staff conduct twice each
year.

It is of paramount'importance for thy project director to take
great care to include project staff as fully as possible in decision-
making. This involvement helps both to make the project operate more
smoothly and to maintain high staff morale.

The attitudes of nonproject teachers in the school are important
to the success of R-3, as they will be called on occasionally to release
project students from classes for such activities a4 field (rips, or to
join project activities themselves. They may also be participating in
the second or third years of the project. Therefore, effective communi-
cation'and coordination with nonproject teachers is a crucial aspect of
project managemept. The project director, reinforced by the principal,

/must set the atmosphere for positive project relations withInonproject
teachers from the 4taet by informing them of the goals of R-3 end
pointing out the benefits that should accrue to the whole 'school as a'
result of ,project success.
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R-3: ESTIMATING COSTS 1

(Nine classrooms, 264=330 students) .

-
ANNUAL COSTS

Eaimated Total

Number Cunt to Project

I

Personnel
4'rojdi4 Director 22,

Projelt Secretary .

2
'Curriculum Resource Teacher

1

1

Cadre Staff Teachers 3

Instructional Aides 9

Training.Stipend for 9 18

Teachers and 9 Aides (one week)

Facilities
3

Project Director's Office 1

Curriculum Re ource Centers 1

Classrooms 9

Materials/Equipment

Other
Field Trip, Parent Involvement

Total Estimated Annual Cost

ADDM
4

IONAL START-UP COSTS

Personnel
Project Director (May-August, full
Curriculum Resource Teacher (July,

Facilities
Classroom carpeting,

non-standard tables

time)

August)

9.

7,560.00

10 ,000.00

Materials/Equipment 3,75.00

TotaloEstimated Additional Start-up Cost

')
mac

at

1_:See page 9 of the Project Selection Guide.

2
Twelve-month year.

3 Space may be'aviilable within the distri5t at no'cost to project..

4 Start up costs recur kir six new classrooms per year during the

second and third years.
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R-3 ORGANIZATION

AdMinistrstive personnel
Project director, secretary, curriculum resource teacher

Instructional staff
Three cadre staff teachers
Non-oadv, staff teachers
One instrwtional aide per teacher

330, students with nine teachers, five class periods per day

Project R requires a full=time project director and secretary.

A full-time cur iculum resource teacher provides support and materials

for the class!. teachers. Content area teacher teams include one

, cadre staff to her and regular school staff teachers. Each teacher

is assisted by an instructional aide.

All incoming seventh graders are enrolled in-the project, and nd

class has more than 22 StuOnts.

The project director and the curriculum resource, teacher work
closely with_the instructional staff to provide as much"logistical sup-

port and assistance as necessary. The director performs prof ct-school

liaison duties and maintaihs close communication with the sch 1 Winci-

pel. Ttie.curriculum resource teacher supplies teachers with teriels,

demonstrates new techniques and equipment, coordinates the tent area

teams, and develops in- service training unite.

The content area teacher teama.meet daily r4r planning and sharing

ideas. The resource teacher often attends these mwtpings to make sug-

gestions, act as moderator, and coordinate instructional plans across

teams. The entire R-3 staff, including aides who ha4e many instruc-

tional duties and are not merely clerks, meet with the director once

a week. The director frequently uses he staff-meetings to discuss

points or issues observed in his or bei visits to project classrooms.

"147
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The R-3 staff comprises a full-tipe project director and secretary,

Webber', instructional aides, and a curriculum resource teacher.

Project R-3 can be successful only to the extent it is staffed'by

medicated and skilled personnel. The project director must be experi-

snood in staff development and have both teaching and administrative

experience. The curriculum resource teacher must be skilled in games

and simulations, developing curriculum, and presenting new materials

and ideas to staff. Project tdachers have subject matter expertisb and

are confident of their abilities to master new techniques. fine y,

instructional aides, representative of the student population, rve

as assistants to teachers and students."

R-3 Project Director

The full-time Project R -3 director carries complete responsibility

rot project implementation and management. The.peison who assumes the

directorship should be resourceful and self-motivated, experienced in
teaching, staff development, ariii administration, and capable of estab-

Ashing and maintaining effective relationships. The- director must be,,

committed to high standards, and enthusiastic about the goals and meth-

, ode of Project R-3. It is mandatory that thi director be someone well
established and respected in the district, for the director's prior
,reputation will have a major impact on how the project is received.

Appointed immediately upon the district's reception of proposal
approval, the project director spends the spring and summer prior to

project operation acquainting the district and participating school

staff with R-3,"arranging for project space and materials, selecting

project staff with the principal, orienting the curriculum resource
".teacher, -and preparing for the intensive staff training and parent i

volvement programs. From the inception, the district must grant the

project director the authori,y and mewls to accomplish these tasks

that bear so directly on prdject success.

During the school year, the dir ctor continues to manage project

,ek". logistics and to keep the project fa orably visible. He or she keeps in

4 1*)

constant contact with the project classrooms by holding staff meetings

each week and visiting classrooms at least once.abonth. The director

oversees the work of the curriculum resource teacher and prepares and

conducts the in-se raining program with the curriculum resource

teacher ea-needed Through daily conversations with the project school
principal, trector maintains open and close cooperation with the

rest of the ool's programs. The director promotes parent awareness

and involvement through dinner-meetings at the school, home visits by

the teaching Staff twice yearly, and trips for parents to visit field

trip sites prior to the Intensive Involvement trip. '
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As the of the year approaches, projebt
,,,

evaluation and planning
for the next r become primary concerns of the director. -Included in'
these planning activities are the enlistment of telichers for the next
school year and the soliciting of funds for work updating or revising'
curricular materials during the summer.

R-3 Teachers

Teachers for Project R-3 are recruited from the existing school
staff to the extent' possible. The participating teachers should heVe
several years of experience so they are mature, confident of their
abilities, and well organized in planning and instruction. In addi-
tion, R-3 teachers are typically warm, supportive individuals who are
inclined toward innovation and team4ork.

In mini respects, teaching duties in Project R-3 will remain as
they have been. As the project progresses, however, new instructional
techniques and ways of interacting with students will be introduced.
R-3 teachers, are expected to incorporate these new techniques into
their classes only as rapidly as they feel comfortable with them, bUt
they definitely are expected to use them. Perhaps the greatest changejr style for participating teachers involves the cooperation and
teamwork necessary to integrate the reading, math, and social studies
curriculum.

One teacher in each of the three content areas is hired as part of
the cadre staff. This group of three teachers stays with the project
students throughoUt their three-year involvement. In addition to normal
teaching dutier in the project, these teachers assume some responsibil-

ity for introducing incoming regular staff teachers to the project goals
and methods during the second and third years. They are expected to
become expert in the instructional techniques used in R-3 and to estab-
lish special enduring relationships with project students.
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R-3 Instructional Aides

The instructional aided are vital assets to the R-3 classroom.
Their major responsibilities are assisting teachers in the planning
and managemelat of student activities and assisting students with their
assignments. Aides perform clerical duties such as preparing game
boards and bulletin boards, correcting paptrs, and running audio-visual
equipment. However, the majority.of their time is spent mowing around
the classroom helping students with individual and small-group work.
The aides must therefore have competence in the subject area for which
they've beltn seleoted. As a general rule aides must have a high school
diploma or its equivalent. 4

Instructional aides are expected to fill many of the same roles as
teachers. They must learn how to operate as team members and are ex-
pected to.attend afld be actively involved in all in-service. meetings.
During home visit week, the aides play atpivotal role ip the project.
Since many of them from the same community as the students, they
often pave. the way effective parent-te munication.

Jr,

urriculum Resource Teae

/ ..

T culeipilum resource teacher plays a sbpport rolefer-the R-3
. .

instr tional%taff and the project director/ Resp nsible direct y g

th- project directorae or she is a certified t er with a strong \
ckground in junior'Nigh curriculum development. The resource teacher

frequently conductET in-service training sessions forthe project class(
room teachers. Occasionally, the project director may call on tha' .,

resource teacher to handle administrative tasks, such as explainihg We-
project to visitors. a

The major relsponsibilitles of the curriculum resource teachers are
o keep abreast of current curriculum ideas and materials, to relay rel-
vant information to the teachers, and to coordinate gaming/simulation
tivities among the three teams. Frequent conversations with publish-

' epresentatives, attendance at 'Workshops, summer, revisions tb'ths.7?

and simulations, and demonstrations of equipment and techniques --
hel to keep the curriculum resource teacher abreast of new material
and i_ -as. At teachers' component meetings the curriculum resource IF
tescherrsuggests activities (keeping withAn the philosophy of R-3) which
seem to fit into the lessons teachers plan.- The curriculum resource
teacher doesn't always play a leadership role during the component meet-

4111Ir

9s, but acts as a catalyst for new ideas that will motivate children.

-`4
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The heterogeneous grouping of students'in Project R-3 requires

thatba wide selection of materials appropriate to varying grade levels

he available. A wealth of commercial materials and equipment is pur-

chased and distributed amok the reading, math, and social studies teams.

These materials are selected.by the project-designated teachers prior

to,the summer vacation and are purchased over the summer and throughout

t0 year. .

Other materials used in Project R-3 are the games and simulations

developed at:the originating site These materials are included- in the

PIP for teacher use. Early in the project year, the curriculum resource

teacher (hatches the games and simulations to the skill objectives. Thby

are either adopted as is or adapted by the teacher teams.

Classroom textbooks used as part of the regular school curriculum

are incorTorated into the R-3 program. These books are purchased b) the

school and are supplement4d by the games and simulations, commercial ma-

teria ,end contracts. In addition to supplying classroom

text s, the school also provides basic classroom equipment and sup-

plies. , 4

111 15 2
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Because teachers in Project R-3 utilize learning centers and a
variety of games, simulations, and commercial materials, and since Space
is often rearranged to accommodate large and small group activities,
teachers do not share classrooms. It is assumed that classrooms are
already provided for each of the school's existing teacheis associated
with the project. In addition, the project requires a standard class-
room for each cadre staff teacher, a meeting room, and fully equipped
offices for the project director, secretary, and curriculum resdunce
teacher. If additional space for these personnel is not available in
the school building, temporary classrooms and offices near the other
R-3 classrooms must be installed.

- Project R-3 employs a-laboratory-type classroom environment hat is
highly flexible, attractLve, and readily adaptable to the use games
and a variety of other activities. The project therefore fur ashes each
classroom with hexagonal tables, chairs, and carpeting to enh nce flexi-
bility and reduce noise. As the project moves on to the nex grade
level, classrooms for incoming project teachers are also recur ished.
Eventually each sevent*, eighth-, and ninth-grade classroom is rede-
signed to create a laboratory-type environment.
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R-3 GETTING STARTED

0

If your district elects to implement R-3, and your application for

the PIP is approved, the project director will have many planning tasks

to complete befofe training and instruction begin in the fall. The di-

rector's role 10 extremely important. The same person should carry out

initial tasks and subsequent troubleshooting. He or she should start

in May on a full-time basis to carry out the required start-up [asks

within the time frame shown on the chart facing this page.

1. begins work, secures office space, and familiarizes self with

proje9i.

3. hires external evaluator.

5. surveys available materials, equipment, and facilities.

7arranges with principal for space.

9. trains the curriculum resource teacher, who begins in July.

11. assists the principal with scheduling teachers and students.
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Project R-3

ADOPTION CRITERIA

INTENTION

Select Project R-3 only if your school district can meet the fo1-!

lowing requirements:

INSTRUCTION

'4a

Involves an entire seventh grade class in a three-year program
(through grade nine) in-reading, math, and social studi.es.

Students are grouped into heterogeneous groups of 20-22 stu-

dents.

Games, simulations, learning contracts, and individualized
instruction are incorporated into the regular curriculum.

Takes place in a laboratory-type classroom setting.

MANWANENT/COHMUNICATION

Is a full-time, complex responsibility.

Entails extensive principal support.

Involves extensive parent involvement.

ORGANIZATION.

Full-time project director, secretary, and curriculum resource
teacher.

Three teams of teachers, one in each content area.

Maximum of 22 students per class.
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Project R-3

ADOPTION CRITERIA

CAPABILITY

Select Project R-3 only if

The following resources are available:

PERSONNEL

. Project director is an experienced teacher with administra-
tive and teaching experience and an effective planner.

Teachers are experienced and open to innovation.

Instiuctional aides are competent in reading, math, or social
studies.

Perspnnel,are supportive, warm, and responsive with students.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Wide variety of commercial materials for varying ability
levels and learning style is "selected.

Include games, simulations, and contracts which must be adopted
or adapted.

FACILITIES

4'

Office space for the project director, secretary, and curriculum
resource teacher.

Carpeting, table, and chairs for each classroom.

k

Classrooms for each F -3 teacher.

You can meet the schedule for getting started:

Project director working b;,early May.

,-1

School staff end parents oriented by mid-June.

MateriaYi/eguipment/classroom furniture ordered by id-July.

Staff selected by end of July.

Students grouped and scheduled by end of August.
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